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THIS ISSUE'S COVER 
The drawing on the cover of this issue, LITTLE 
ZINGER (Lankart) is by Wynelle Clifton, 
Immediate Past President of Daylily Growers of 
Dallas. 
  

CALLIGRAPHY 
All headings done in calligraphy for this issue are 
by Nell Crandall, ex-RVP of Region 6, at present 
Treasurer of the Houston Area Daylily Society 
and a breeder of Spiders.

 
  

THANK YOU... THANK YOU... THANK YOU... 
 
The following people wrote for this issue or helped in other ways: 
Carleta Arrant, Helen Beard, Joanne Berry, Elizabeth Cahoon, Wynelle Clifton, Nell Crandall, Rodger 
Croker, J. L. Cruse, Jr., Treva Cruse, Beverly Dewitt, Jay Farquhar, Judy Farquhar, Mary Gage, 
Barbara Gates, Cal Iskra, Ray John, Margaret Jones, Elizabeth Krebs, Joyce Lewis, Bessie Mackey, 
Marie Marburger, Catherine Neal, Mable Nelson, Cora Offer, Sue Powdrill, Lula Mae Purnell, Helen 
Reynolds, Ruth Ratliff, Doris Rome, Mickey Sanders, Marcelle Sheffield Sheppard, Nell Shimek, 
Keith Smith, and F. G. Stoddard. 
  



 

 

NOTES FROM THE RVP 

 
 

One of the privileges of being Regional Vice President or Editor is to receive copies of all the 
Regional Newsletters. The Newsletters vary from fairly short to very long, up to 100 pages. The 
degree of professionalism varies also, from those put out on a typewriter (such as this one) to those 
produced on modern word processors and computers. 

 
This Newsletter is the product of much typing, clipping, fitting together, and pasting. It is somewhat 

like a jigsaw puzzle. 
 
What is most interesting is where the pieces of the jigsaw puzzle come from. Some things are 

sent in voluntarily and spontaneously, something the Editor really appreciates. Other things are the 
results of suggestions or requests. The distances involved are great at times. Some pieces of the 
puzzle within this state might come from over 800 miles; in the case of Albuquerque, make that 
almost 1,000 miles. 

 
I find responses that I receive are truly amazing. Invariably I receive the greatest degree of 

cooperation. Still I feel there is a great untapped pool of information out there, just waiting to be 
found. Our readers especially like to read about cultural practices and hybridizing. So, if you have the 
makings of an article, please feel free to send it in. 
 

* * * * * * * * 
 

This issue includes the results of the Regional Popularity Poll. The percent of participation was 
about as usual (97 ballots from our 479 members). This is something we can certainly improve upon 
in next year's balloting. 

 
As an experiment, we are conducting another, this one to pick the most popular miniature, small, 

and double daylily. Please send in your ballot, to be found in this issue on page 9. 
 

* * * * * * * * 
 

Now, a sad note. We have lost a member of our Regional Staff, Judie Francis, Membership 
Chairman. In the two brief years that I had know Judie, I was tremendously impressed with her 
knowledge of daylilies, her generosity and kindness, and her devotion to all things concerning our 
Society. She will be greatly missed. 
 



 

 

RPD'S MESSAGE 
 

This year's blooms are past now except for a few scattered repeats, and we have to rely on 
photos and memories to recall these pleasures. Of course, I will expect OLIVE BAILEY LANGDON to 
grace our Thanksgiving or Christmas table. There were so many outstanding daylilies, memorable 
because of the many repeat scapes with much branching, strong foliage that kept their good looks in 
our Houston heat, and my hot sandy beds. The crowning glory was the beautiful flowers, each unique 
in some way. All of these exhibited varying degrees, from very good to outstanding. From a list of 
about forty I have chosen a few to write about. What a chore! Not the writing but the choosing. 

 

BUTTERSCOTCH RUFFLES started early and bloomed continually through August. This lovely 
little peach miniaturecomes through year after year. Bobo Faggard's MAMBO MAID has become a 
real favorite with its orange crayon color, nice ruffles, and especially long bloom season. CAMDEN 
GOLD DOLLAR may be just another "little yellow varmint," but it bloomed its little heart out. It seemed 
I was always cutting off spent scapes. 

 

I can always depend on TOUCHED BY MIDAS to catch the eye across the whole garden. This 
tetraploid has the older style tailored bloom, but the color is such a vibrant rich gold. I could not do 
without it. 

 

LITTLE ANNA ROSA, Lucille Williamson's soft pink, round, ruffled miniature with deeper eye and 
great branching and rebloom is one to put on your want list. And BECKY LYNN, Guidry's lovely 
ruffled pink, really showed its Stout Medal stuff. DEBRA DENISE is a strikingly rich rose with great 
ruffling, an early bloomer. I made lots of crosses between JOLYENE NICHOLE, that lovely pink with 
deep, deep ruffles and Jack Carpenter's new SUPER RED EYE. It is a soft pink with, of course, a red 
eye and ruffles edged with another fine ruffle of gold. One more pink I must brag about is Lee Gates' 
PALIMONY, an unusual shade of pink, very rich, a real knockout with lots of repeat. 

 

PRIME MINISTER and COMMISSAR are both Munson tetraploids with intense coloration, a bit on 
the orange side of red. SEDUCTOR (Gates) always gives a superb performance, repeatedly. This 
apple red tetraploid is extremely fertile and is a fast increaser. 

 

FABULOUS SECRET, from Edgar Brown, is tops on my list for consistently perfect blooms. It is 
extremely rare for this round, very recurved yellow tetraploid to have even the slightest flaw and it 
opens way before daybreak. Gates' LOUDER STILL also has the round recurved form, yellow with a 
blush of pink brushed on, and many, many repeats. 

 

BRIGHT EYED, Crowell's large yellow with wine eyezone, bloomed great along with everything 
else in May, rested a while, and then put on another great show when most others began to slow 
down. 

 

Talbott's RA HANSEN was probably the bluest daylily in our garden this year, a very strong plant 
and it had several repeat scapes. 

 

As for doubles, Henry's SILOAM DOUBLE CLASSIC had to be tops. This lovely pink was double 
from the first bloom to the last, thick with petaloids. Betty Brown's new DOUBLE LADYBUG RA won 
me an AHS Rosette on a first year plant. I expect this tangerine and coral blend with rose eyezone to 
become very popular. Another of Betty's doubles that is always outstanding is DOUBLE GRAPETTE, 
purple, of course. And, I could not close without spotlighting Elizabeth Hudson’s LADY JINX, a pale 
pink with a lavender eye. I thought it would never quit blooming. 

 

I think I only named one Stout Medal winner, BECKY LYNN, but all of these are worthy and I 
expect to see more of them on that honored list in the coming years. 



 

 

 

 
JUDITH EVELYN FRANCIS 

 
On September 12, 1990, all of in the Gulf Coast Daylily Society and Region 6 lost a wonderful 

friend. Judie Francis had been fighting cancer for 18 years. Every time before she had won, but after 
the Regional in Nacogdoches the fight began again and even with all our prayers, Judie lost the fight. 

 
Judie was our Regional Membership Chairman, and I know that each of you who received a 

welcome letter from her felt her warmth and love for our Society and her beloved daylilies. 
 
In the last Newsletter, Judie and Jeff told us they would keep us up to date on her seedling 

progress. Judie had a good eye for combinations and there are some beautiful things in her seedling 
bed. She was striving for pretty, but hardier plants with rebloom were important to her, also. 

 
It is impossible to put into words the type of person Judie was. She was my best friend and a truly 

wonderful person in so many ways. Judie and I spent so much time in our gardens enjoying each 
other’s flowers. I know I will not go into my garden without missing her. 

 
The greatest memorial to Judie would be for each of us keep introducing people to her beloved 

daylily and our Society. 
 
I will always remember Judie because she will be with me every time I see a daylily bloom. 

 
 Sue Powdrill 

 

  
 
 

 



 

 

Introducing: 
  
The newest members of the American Hemerocallis Society from Region 6 are listed below. Please 
extend to them a warm welcome. 
  
Jerry Brand 
Marylee Brand 
2808 Rock Terrace Dr. 
Austin, TX 78704 
 
Ruth Clark 
P.O. Box 1164 
Taylor, TX 76574 
 
Mrs. Britt Gibson 
P.O. Box 220 
Apple Springs, TX 75926 
 
Marvin W. Huddleston 
2621 Spiceberry Ln. 
Mesquite, TX 75771 
  

Betty Kirkwood 
15654 Regian Dr. 
Lindale, TX 75771 
 
Robert Land 
13362 Peyton Dr. 
Dallas, TX 75240 
 
Jequita Little 
1602 E. Bankhead Hwy. 
Weatherford, TX 76086 
 
Stan Roberts 
3300 Capitol 
Houston, TX 77003 
  
 

Nancy Surman 
P.O. Box 793 
League City, TX 77574-0793 
 
Sharon Hoover Umphress 
Elizabeth Hoover 
11294 FM Rd 3226 
Arp, TX 75750-6603 
 
John W. Williford 
4109 Southwood East 
Colleyville, TX 76034 
 
Robin Athlyn Zugar 
104 White Oak Forest 
Porter, TX 77365-2034

* * * * * * * * * * 
 

New! A Color Brochure 
 
AHS is now offering color brochures that can be purchased in bulk for promotional purposes. They 
are primarily designed for show handouts as a replacement for the Welcome to the World of Daylilies 
booklet. 
 
This is a true brochure, not a booklet. It measures 11 x 17 inches and folds to fit in a standard 
business-size envelope. It features 17 color prints which have appeared in previous Daylily Journals. 
Cultivars are not named in the brochure, but are chosen to represent the various forms and colors of 
the modern daylily. We hope by this means to pique the interest of gardeners who may not be familiar 
with the variety available today. 
 
The text of the new brochure is intentionally brief so as not to appear tedious or confusing. One 
paragraph defines the daylily and touches on basic culture. Another lists AHS membership benefits. 
Of course, a membership application is included. The remainder of the space is devoted to pictures. 
 
The brochure is not dated so that clubs and gardens can buy in quantity without fear of leftover stock 
becoming obsolete after one year. 
 
The price of the color brochure is $5.00 for a bundle of 25. Order from Elly Launius, Executive 
Secretary, 1454 Rebel Dr., Jackson, MS 39211. 
  



 

 

Introducing: RAY JOHN, REGION 6 PUZZLE CHAIRMAN 

 
Ray John is one of those rarities, a fourth generation Texan, 

born and reared in Fort Worth. 
 
Having been blessed with parents and family that loved 

horticulture, both utilitarian and ornamental, he had the opportunity 
to experiment with many various plants which will grow in the Fort 
Worth area, and after some fifty years, he has settled on Daffodils, 
daylilies, and Irises for the featured plants in his garden. 

 
After a stint in the Marine Corps, Ray attended Texas Christian 

University, majoring in radio-television film. However, after working 
in television news for two years, he decided that this was not the 
field in which to spend the rest of his life. 

 
He went to work with a firm which provided accounting and tax 

service to small and medium sized businesses, developing his 
knowledge of taxes. He now operates his own tax service and has earned the designation of Certified 
Tax Professional. 

 
Three or four years ago, Ray met Tom Hughes and they discussed the fact that there was not an 

organization in the Fort Worth area devoted to the daylily. The idea simmered for awhile. Then two 
years ago, with eleven other growers in the area, the North Texas Daylily Society/Fort Worth was 
organized. Ray was elected the first President of the Society and served in that capacity for two 
years. 

 
From this small beginning, the Society has prospered; growing to nearly forty members. It has 

invited speakers from outside the immediate area to address the Society, has held two successful 
sales, and has sponsored its first annual show. 

 
Ray and his mother enjoy going . . . going to visit gardens, going to attend Regional Meetings, and 

just visiting the many friends which they have made over the years in the various plant Societies of 
which they are members. 
 
 

* * * * * * * * * * 
 
 
SPRINGTIME IN AUSTIN -  -  -  - 
 
Add to the color and excitement of Springtime in Austin, 1992. Send your registered but unintroduced 
registrations or your promising unregistered seedlings for the Annie T. Giles and Edna Lankart Award 
beds. Send them now so that they will be well established by 1992. Mail to: Bill Ater, 3803 Greystone 
Drive, Austin, Texas 78731-1505. 
 
 



 

 

A Tribute to Maggie Sheffield 
 
From Marcelle Sheffield Sheppard: 
 
 
 

My mother, Mrs. Maggie Mae Dockens Sheffield, was born November 5, 1910, to Henry and Ella 
Dockens, McDavid, Florida. She spent much of her early childhood in Mobile, Alabama. They moved 
to Texas with the logging operations where she met and married my father, Fred H. Sheffield, 
Roganville, Texas. I was born February 1, 1929, and am their only child. 

 
Mother has a love for flowers and there were always some growing at our home. In 1952, after 

recovering from having a kidney removed, she ordered her first 50 daylily seedlings for $2.50, from an 
ad placed in the Louisiana Bulletin by a Mrs. Gray, Minden, Louisiana. She loved these so much that 
she then bought named varieties from such growers as Wild's and Simon's. She hybridized these to 
get better varieties and is still today planting seeds for future great cultivars. She has been generous 
with her plants and advice to anyone interested in growing or propagating the Hemerocallis. 
 
From J. L. Cruse, Jr.: 
 

I have known Maggie Sheffield since 1965, and she has been a friend for all times, someone upon 
whom you can always depend. 

 
In my early years of hybridizing, she was an immeasurable help to me. If she had a new daylily, 

she always shared it with me. In the years after my strokes, when I was unable to keep up a 
vegetable garden, she always kept us in vegetables, both fresh and frozen. 

 
Like all good friends, we write to each other often, and if I'm tardy in answering, she calls to check 

up on me. And, Maggie is a wonderful cook, too. She always finds time to do for others. 
 
From Jay and Judy Farquhar: 
 

Our friendship with Maggie came about through our love of daylilies. Maggie is a very generous, 
kindhearted, hard working, and caring person. She is the kind of person who takes time with anyone. 
It doesn’t matter if you are buying daylilies or wearing fluffy house shoes! We always enjoy our visits 
with Maggie. Some of our most treasured memories are of her. The first time we met Maggie was a 
cold, wet Winter day. Maybe this is how she recognized us as true daylily nuts. The first time we were 
confronted with a bus load of daylily nuts, we were at Maggie's. We learned how a dying animal feels 
when it sees the buzzards. 

 
Maggie is the kind of person who gives us all encouragement, through her devotion to daylilies, 

her generosity, her good growing advice, and her words of encouragement when you need them. 
Anyone who has not met Maggie has missed meeting a person who is truly a tribute to the people 
who grow and love daylilies. If I could think of any other way to flower-up this article, I would, because 
if anyone deserves it Maggie does. 
 



 

 

REGION 6 POPULARITY POLL 
(97 ballots) 

 
1. WILL RETURN 21 32. CATHERINE NEAL 5 
2. FAIRY TALE PINK 20  CONDILLA 5 
3. BROCADED GOWN 19  JOAN SENIOR 5 
4. MIDNIGHT MAGIC 17  LITTLE ANNA ROSA 5 
5. GRACEFUL EYE 15  MARY TODD 5 
6. BETTY WOODS 13  RUSSIAN RHAPSODY 5 
7. PUMPKIN KID 12  SILOAM DOUBLE CLASSIC 5 
8. BECKY LYNN 11  SLADE BROWN 5 
9. BEAUTIFUL DAYDREAM 9  SO EXCITED 5  
 MARTHA ADAMS 9  TRUE GERTRUDE DEMAREST 5 
 TEXAS SUNLIGHT 9  WYNNSON 5  
12. ELSIE SPALDING 8 44. BARBARA MITCHELL 4 
 ENCHANTING BLESSING 8  CAMDEN GOLD DOLLAR 4 
 LITTLE DEEKE 8  CASSIE 4 
 ONO 8  CHARLES JOHNSTON 4 
 RUFFLED APRICOT 8  CHRISTMAS IS 4 
 SILOAM BO PEEP 8  DAN TAU 4 
 SMOKY MOUNTAIN AUTUMN 8  ELLEN CHRISTINE 4 
19. FRANK GLADNEY 7  GREEN FLUTTER 4 
 JOLYENE NICHOLE 7  GYPSY GOLD 4 
 MAMBO MAID 7  MORNING CHEERFULNESS 4 
 PAPER BUTTERFLY 7  NEW TESTAMENT 4 
 SEDUCTOR 7  PANDORA'S BOX 4 
 TOUCHED BY MIDAS 7  POCKET CHANGE 4 
 WIND FRILLS 7  SABIE 4 
26. BRIGHT EYED 6  SIMPLY PRETTY 4 
 GOLDEN SCROLL 6  SINCERE 4 
 HARRY BARRAS 6  STELLA DE ORO 4 
 JANET GAYLE 6  THY TRUE LOVE 4 
 LITTLE ZINGER 6    
 SURPRISINGLY PINK 6    
 
In addition to the above, there were 37 cultivars receiving 3 votes each; 82 receiving 2 votes each; 
and 270 receiving 1 vote each. It seemed unnecessary to list all of these. 
 
Favorite Tetraploids:  Favorite Doubles: 
MIDNIGHT MAGIC 17 Votes BETTY WOODS 13 Votes 
RUFFLED APRICOT 8 CONDILLA 5 
FRANK GLADNEY 7 SILOAM DOUBLE CLASSIC 5 
PAPER BUTTERFLY 7 ELLEN CHRISTINE 4 
 
Favorite Miniatures: Favorite Small Flowers:  
TEXAS SUNLIGHT 9 Votes ONO 8 Votes 
LITTLE ZINGER 6 MAMBO MAID 7 
LITTLE ANNA ROSA 5 GREEN FLUTTER 4 
CAMDEN GOLD DOLLAR 4 POCKET CHANGE 4 
STELLA DE ORO 4 PANDORA'S BOX 4 



 

 

REGION 6 SPECIAL POPULARITY POLL 
 

Several growers and hybridizers of small and miniature daylilies have protested an apparent 
unfairness of the Popularity Poll towards the smaller flowers. They have maintained that the 
Popularity Polls have not truly represented their small and miniature flowers. 

 
As an experiment, we will conduct a special Popularity Poll for small, miniature, and double 

flowers. All in Region 6, both AHS members and non-members, are invited to vote in this poll, which 
is entirely voluntary. However, we hope that enough people vote to give the results some validity. To 
vote, please list your five favorites in each category, in alphabetical order not in order of popularity. 
 
SMALL FLOWERS MINIATURE FLOWERS 
 
1.   1.   
 
2.   2.   
 
3.   3.   
 
4.   4.   
 
5.   5.   
 
DOUBLE FLOWERS 
 
1.   
 
2.   
 
3.   
 
4.   
 
5.   
 
Mail ballot to: Eugene B. Orgeron, M. D. 

217 Mockingbird Lane 
Port Arthur, TX 77642 

 

  



 

 

DOUBLE DAYLILIES 
 

Here is another daylily puzzle by Ray John. Within the puzzle are the names of twenty-five double 
daylilies. These names may be forward, backward, horizontal, vertical, or diagonal. There are no 
spaces between those names with more than one word in them. The solution is printed on page 53. 
 

ALMOST INDECENT 
AUSPICIOUS 
BETTY WOODS 
BOBBIE GEROLD 
CONDILLA 
DESDEMONA 
DOUBLE CUTIE 
DOUBLE DEARIE 
DOUBLE DREAM 
DOUBLE FIRECRACKER 
DOUBLE FLASH SPLASH 
DOUBLE NIFTY 
DOUBLE SPOTLIGHT 

DOUBLE SUNRISE 
DOUBLE SUPREME 
FUZZ BUNNY 
GLORY CALLS 
MAW MAW 
MOTHER SUPERIOR 
NAGASAKI 
PA PA GULINO 
POJO 
SANFORD HOUSE 
STACI COX 
TOVARICH 

 
 
 

 



 

 

A Preview of The 1991 Regional Meeting 
 

By Mable Nelson 
 

The Gulf Coast Daylily Society is planning a great Regional Meeting with eight, and maybe more 
gardens to visit. The Meeting will be on May 24-26, 1991, with headquarters at the Holiday Inn/Park 
Central, Port Arthur, Texas. 

 
Our Meeting will begin around noon Friday, May 24, 1991. The Table Sale will begin at this time 

and three Exhibition Judges Clinics, also. We now break the Exhibition Clinic down to Beginners, 
Intermediate, and Advanced Classes. Also, on Friday we will have a Garden Judges Clinic (Awards 
and Honors). 

 
After the Friday night dinner, Jay Farquhar, Route 8, Box 798, DeRidder, LA 70634, will conduct 

our slide show. Look through your slides and send some of your current cultivars and promising 
seedlings to Jay. 

 
Saturday, May 25, 1991, will be a day of garden visits and an afternoon plant auction. Bobo 

Faggard will be our Auction Chairman. Please plan now to separate some good plants for our 
Regional expenses. Plants potted in the Fall make nice auction plants. Let Bobo know what you will 
donate. His address is 3840 LeBleu, Beaumont, TX 77707, phone 409-835-4322. 

 

Saturday night we will have our Business Meeting and Banquet. 
 

On Sunday, there will be a morning tour of Middle and South Jefferson County. This is when we 
will see and vote on the Edna Lankart and Annie T. Giles Awards. The plants will be in Dr. Orgeron's 
garden. 

 

The Meeting will climax with a Sunday buffet at the Pompano Club with presentation of the 
awards. 

 

Beginning at noon Friday and ending noon Sunday will give everyone traveling time to and from 
Port Arthur, also to visit the open gardens. 

 

We will need some good plants for our table sales. The Table Sales Chairman is Sue Powdrill, 
Route 3, Box 308G, Cleveland, TX 77327, phone 409-767-4705. Let her know what you plan to 
donate. 

 

Remember, Bobo Faggard is the Auction Chairman. He will need very good plants of $15 or more 
value to auction off. 

 

Jay Farquhar will need some good slides for his show. PLEASE help them make this a great 
Regional. 

 

Make your plans now to join us for Fun in '91. See you in Port Arthur. 
 

 



 

 

REGION 6 AMERICAN HEMEROCALLIS SOCIETY MEETING MAY 24-26, 1991 
 
HEADQUARTERS HOTEL: HOLIDAY INN PARK CENTRAL/PORT ARTHUR 

2929 75th Street at Highway 69 
Port Arthur, Texas 77642, (409) 724-5000 

 
Name(s) to be shown on the official badge(s): PLEASE PRINT 
  
NAME   NAME   
 
STREET ADDRESS   STREET ADDRESS   
 
CITY, STATE, ZIP   CITY, STATE, ZIP   
***************************************************************************************************************** 

Registration Fee: 
$75/person, if received on or before May 1 
$85/person, if received May 2-15 
Youth (18 and younger) $55 if received by May 

1, $65 if received May 2-15 

Mail Registration Form and Payment to: 
ANN MARKS, REGISTRAR 

4701 Clermont 
Groves, TX 77619 

 
Make checks payable to 

GULF COAST DAYLILY SOCIETY 
***************************************************************************************************************** 

Registration fee does not include hotel reservation. Upon receipt of Regional Meeting registration, 
you will be sent information from which you may make hotel reservations directly. 
 

Regional Chairman: Mable Nelson, 326 Yorkshire Lane, Port Neches, TX 77651 
Telephone (409) 724-1106 

 

ADDITIONAL REGISTRATIONS 
 

NAME   NAME   
 

STREET ADDRESS   STREET ADDRESS   
 

CITY, STATE, ZIP   CITY, STATE, ZIP   
***************************************************************************************************************** 

 

OFFICIAL HOTEL REGISTRATION FORM 
 

 

Park Central 
2929 75th Street at Highway 69 

Port Arthur, Texas 77642 
(409) 724-5000  724-7408 

AMERICAN HEMEROCALLIS SOCIETY 
GULF COAST DAYLILY SOCIETY 

REGION 6 
MAY 24-26, 1991 

 

NAME:   Phone:   /   -   
 

ADDRESS:   
Street City Zip 

 

Will arrive   Deposit or credit card required for past 6:00 p.m. arrival time. 
 

Will depart   All rooms $45.00, 1 to 4 persons per room 
 

Credit card name   Credit card   



 

 

REGION 6 LOCAL SOCIETIES 
  

BRAZOSPORT DAYLILY SOCIETY 
By Doris Rome 

 
The 1990 daylily season has for all intents 

and purposes been over for quite some time. 
But, as I look out in my yard they just don't want 
to give up. HOBOBO (B. Brown) and ELVES 
LEMONADE (Hudson) are showing me their 
shining faces. 

 

It has certainly been a hot, dry season - one 
of the worst. But, our rains of the last couple of 
weeks seem to have revived the daylilies, and 
that's really good because it's time to dig and 
separate those daylilies. 

 

I'll take some of my better ones to our club 
auction on October 14th. This auction is a 
longstanding tradition in our club and lots of fun. 
We all donate plants and then our members, 
members from surrounding clubs, and anyone 
interested in daylilies will buy the plants, and we'll 
replenish our treasury. 

 

Some of the plants I dig will wait for our Fall 
Plant Sale at Brazos Mall in Lake Jackson on 
Saturday, October 27th. We'll have slides, 
pictures, and videos available for the public to 
view to help spread the love of daylilies, and we'll 
have lots of good plants they can buy and take 
home. 

 

At our September meeting we viewed slides 
taken by Nell Shimek at the 1990 AHS National 
Convention in Pennsylvania. It was like reliving 
the whole trip. There were eight of us who got to 
make the trip, and we tried to share the beauty 
with all the rest. Even though the weather was 
cool and the rain was falling, we "daylily lovers" 
just went right on walking around the gardens. 
We saw some of the most beautifully landscaped 
gardens imaginable. The plants seemed to grow 
larger and the color of the blooms was richer. 

 

Our Southern hybridizers were well 
represented, and I was very impressed by a large 
bed at the Creveling garden that was devoted 
almost entirely to seedlings and registered 
cultivars of Joyce Lewis, one of our Texas 
hybridizers. 

I couldn't begin to name favorites - for there 
were so many. It has truly been an exciting year. 
Our club made a trip to Florida visiting 10 
gardens and several of us also went to the 8 
gardens at the National Convention. It will take 
me all Winter long to look at all the pictures and 
run my video over and over, to select which 
plants are must haves for my yard in the Spring. 
 
 

HOUSTON AREA DAYLILY SOCIETY 
By Treva Cruse 

 
In August, the Houston Area Daylily Society 

had a former member, S. J. Derby, give a 
wonderful, informative program on "Gardens of 
the English Countryside.” 

 
Our September program was given by Mary 

Houston. We were given a list of the most 
popular daylilies in our club. ONO was first, then 
SILOAM BO PEEP, FAIRY TALE PINK, WILL 
RETURN, WIND FRILLS, APPLE TART, 
BEAUTIFUL DAYDREAM, CLEOPATRA, 
GRACEFUL EYE, MUSIC BOX, BLUE 
HAPPINESS, BROCADED GOWN, CHORUS 
LINE, HUBERTA, JEROME, MORNING 
CHEERFULNESS, PINK SOUFFLE, 
SEDUCTOR, TRUE GERTRUDE DEMAREST, 
AMAZING GRACE, ASHBY PETTIGREW, 
BECKY LYNN, BEST OF FRIENDS, BETTE 
DAVIS EYES, and CATHERINE NEAL. These 
are only 25 that I have listed. 

 

Mary Houston also showed slides of the 
daylilies so new members would have an 
opportunity to see them. 

 

A wonderful article appeared in the Houston 
Chronicle "This Week" section letting the public 
know of our Fall daylily sale. The sale was most 
successful. 

 

We were all saddened to hear that Judie 
Francis of Evergreen "Heartland Garden" had 
died of cancer. What a wonderful, caring lady; we 
will all miss her. 

 
 



 

 

NORTH TEXAS DAYLILY SOCIETY 
By Keith A. Smith 

 
With the hot Summer over, making it safe to 

plant daylilies again, the Fort Worth group had its 
annual daylily sale on October 5, 1990, at 
Wolfe's Nursery in Hurst. During the Summer 
months, we found time to analyze our wish lists 
from the Spring tour of gardens and either plan to 
order in the Fall or take a chance on ordering in 
the heat of Summer and potting until cooler 
weather arrives. Some of us tried it both ways 
and will have to wait for Spring to see the results. 

 
Society items included election of officers for 

next year and planning of programs and 
activities. 
 
The new officers are: 
 
President Keith Kinney 
1st VP Robert Mote 
2nd VP Tom Hughes 
3rd VP Ruth Taylor 
Secretary Darlene Hansen 
Treasurer Shirlene Holt 
 

For our July meeting, we played bingo, with 
the prizes being donated Irises from our gardens. 
It was asked that the daylilies be recently 
introduced cultivars. Of course, it was too hot to 
dig the bingo prize plants, so a card system 
identifying the daylily and description was used 
with a pledge to dig in September or October. 
The cards were posted and the winner selected 
their prize at the conclusion of each game. Fun 
was had by all with good attendance at the 
meeting. Homemade ice cream was provided by 
Ray John and his mother, Helyne, topping off a 
most enjoyable evening. 

 
The September program consisted of slides 

taken by Kay Day and Keith Kinney of their visit: 
to several gardens in Louisiana the week before 
the Regional Meeting in Nacogdoches. Very 
good slides of beautiful daylilies. 

 
President Keith Kinney has held a planning 

session with the Executive Committee, setting up 
an Audit Committee and establishing the 

Standing Committees. This year will be the 
second full year of our Society and should be a 
great one. We have gained more members and 
our gardens have been improved and expanded 
as the result of the programs of the Society and 
the sharing of information from fellow members. 
 

 
 

GULF COAST DAYLILY SOCIETY OF 
SOUTHEAST TEXAS 
By Margaret Jones 

 
We had sixty-three members present at our 

regular Fall meeting, September 8th, at the 
Groves Senior Citizens Building. The club 
observed a moment of silence in memory of our 
late President, Gene Marks. He will be missed 
very much by all of us. 

 
With Ann Marks presiding, the following slate 

of officers was presented for 1991: 
 
President - Margaret Jones 
1st Vice President - Mable Nelson 
2nd Vice President - Bobo Faggard 
Recording Secretary - Rita Lege 
Corresponding Secretary - Sherry Jehlen 
Historian - Mary Eugenia Neeb 
 

Mary Gage, Bobo Faggard, and Jay Farquhar 
showed slides taken this Spring and Summer at 
Regional and National tours and other gardens. 
These are always great. 

 

We are looking forward to our plant sale at 
Central Mall on October 20th. We can 
concentrate on selling and educating since 
obviously there will be no flower show. 

 

Gulf Coast members, be AWARE. At our 
December 8th meeting Mr. Lee Gates will have a 
presentation. Let's have a large crowd and good 
fellowship. 



 

 

HOUSTON HEMEROCALLIS SOCIETY 
By Catherine Neal 

 
The Houston Hemerocallis Society held its 

first meeting of the new year on September 27, 
1990. President Jim (Boone) Keeling chaired the 
meeting. The Houston Hemerocallis Society will 
give support to the upkeep of the daylily beds at 
Mercer Arboretum. The support will be provided 
with work performed by the club members and 
with money from the club for maintenance in 
certain months of the year. The money raised for 
this project will be from the plant sales, past and 
future. You may set up group tours to Mercer 
Arboretum by calling (713) 443-8731. Mercer is 
open to the public without tour reservation seven 
days of the week. Mercer is located at 22306 
Aldine Westfield, Humble, TX 77338. The 
Houston Hemerocallis fund daylily plant sale will 
be held at the Texas Lawn & Garden Show, 
March 2, 1991, at the George R. Brown 
Convention Center, Houston, Texas. Please plan 
to donate plants to the sale. The Texas Lawn & 
Garden Show is an educational experience. Plan 
to attend and broaden your knowledge of plants, 
supplies, and garden accessories. 

 
The Houston Hemerocallis Society programs 

for the new year are as follows: 
 
9-27-90 Landscaping with Daylilies and 

Companion Plants 
10-25-90 German Gardens of 1989 
November No meeting - celebrate Thanksgiving 

with family and friends 
12-1-90 Christmas Party - location to be 

announced 
January No meeting - prepare to bring your 

daylily decorations to the February 
meeting. Share those framed 
pictures, pillows, etc. (Any object with 
a daylily on it.) This is an idea 
venture program! Start the new year 
with daylilies! 

2-28-91 Decorating with Daylilies for Year 
Around Color 

3-28-91 Visual Aid of Flower Arrangements 
and Judges Comments 

April Review of New Flower Show Rules. 
New Judges Handbook. 

May Daylilies of Yesteryear and Daylilies 
of Today, Members call 444-7804 for 
discussion of what you will be 
sending to avoid duplication. 

 
Meeting time for the above dates is 7:30 p.m. 

at the Hermann Park Garden Center, Houston, 
Texas. 

 
Visitors are always welcome at our meetings. 

We are glad to share our program information 
with you. Our club's purpose is the study of the 
Hemerocallis and to educate the public to the 
joys of growing daylilies. Our plant sales have 
been upgraded with visual educational material 
to achieve this goal. 
 
 

EAST TEXAS DAYLILY SOCIETY 
By Barbara Gates 

 
The East Texas Daylily Society, with its 

"home base" in Tyler, has increased membership 
at a steady pace. The major problem has been 
trying to find a permanent meeting place with 
adequate facilities. 

 
In August, members and guests participated 

in a "SHOW & TELL" session, sharing garden 
and bloom photos, and information on their 
daylily experience and interests, as well as other 
personal interests and activities. (There is life 
beyond the daylily patch!) 

 
Club member Neil McIver presented a very 

interesting program in September on soil 
management, with emphasis on getting to know 
the need for trace minerals in your fertilizing 
program. 

 
In October, we enjoyed a slide presentation 

by Ben Thomas, and discussed plans for a 
potluck dinner in November and a Spring plant 
sale. 

 
Impromptu auctions have been held at 

several meetings in an effort to raise funds for 
our treasury. Members have been most generous 
in their donations of auction items as well as in 
their bidding! 



 

 

ALBUQUERQUE DAYLILY SOCIETY 
By Cal Iskra 

 
On July 7th, we staged our annual daylily 

show. It was a great success with most of our 
members participating. We were able to see 
much improvement in the quality of exhibits from 
10 years ago. 

 
Our July meeting was held at the home of 

Marcia Olds in Santa Fe. Marcia has a 
fascinating garden set into a hillside, partially 
behind adobe walls with a wonderfully secluded 
atmosphere. She loves the spidery type blooms, 
which are apt to open more dependably after 
Santa Fe's cool nights. We also toured the 
Chenango Gardens, a lovely garden set in an 
extensive estate, where daylilies are present, but 
not featured. Blooms in Santa Fe were just about 
at peak in mid-July. 

 
August 14th, found us participating in an 

educational venture sponsored by the local 
council of garden clubs. Every Tuesday evening 
through the Spring and Summer a different class 
was presented featuring different aspects of 
gardening. Betty and Ned Roberts presented a 
slide show about Spiders and Variants and then 
fielded questions on culture and practical 
growing information. 

 
Mary Ann Moreno held our August meeting in 

her lovely backyard. The daylilies were pretty 
well bloomed out, but we all had been able to dig 
and divide, and brought plants for exchanging. 
The round table gave everyone a chance to talk 
about daylilies. Albuquerque had an especially 
bad infestation of Spider Mites this Summer, and 
some of our members reported having used new 
products called AVID and MAVERICK with good 
results. Some of us tried flushing the Spider 
Mites off with a "water wand,” a hose extension 
with a fine spray at the end of a rod, which 
worked to some extent, but did not really "wipe 
'em out.” 
 

NACOGDOCHES DAYLILY SOCIETY 
Armadillo Warfare 

or 
Marital Discord at the Arrants 

By Carleta Arrant 
 

This year we have been invaded by almost 
everything from two weeks of well below freezing 
weather to eleven inches of rain in less than 
three weeks, and every form of bug and critter 
from aphids to snails. Through all of this, Buddy 
and I worked together and enjoyed our yard. But, 
our last invader was another story. 

 
By far this was our most destructive enemy, 

and all-out war was declared - at least by me. 
Now, I'm not sure if we had a mere squad to deal 
with or a battalion or maybe a full division, but 
the damage was unreal. While I was running 
around the yard screaming and yelling real bad 
things, Buddy was smelling his Roses and 
hoping that the neighbors were hard of hearing. 
Hostility was quick to rise when I informed him 
that the armadillos had uprooted two clumps of 
PINK CORSAGE and enough other plants to pay 
for a deluxe trip to Europe for two by way of the 
Concorde. 

 
Now in years past, Jean Barnhart has taken 

care of all our armadillo problems. She is a heck 
of a trooper when it comes to killing these little 
suckers. No mercy is shown, no quarter given 
and no thought of court martial. A quick and sure 
death awaited each trapped armadillo. 

 
Buddy had a hard act to follow, but he 

borrowed Jean's trap and set out on a serious 
defense plan. Well, sure enough, we were real 
lucky (depending on who you are in this story) 
and caught an armadillo right away. I noted 
however that Buddy was finding a lot to do in the 
yard rather than taking care of our prisoner. As 
the morning wore on, I inquired several times 
when he planned to empty the trap,  more yard 
piddling. Finally I asked if he wanted me to call 
Jean and have her kill our catch, WRONG! Boy! 
you could have cut macho with a knife at our 
house.

 



 

 

 
 

Later - much later - I observed Buddy, trap in 
hand, headed across the backyard on a trip I felt 
sure would end before a firing squad for our 
invader. Wrong! Buddy, having the killer instinct 
of a moth, later confessed he had released our 
armadillo out at Waterford. Now folks, Waterford 
is our town's most exclusive new subdivision. I 
really feel for those folks, but life is easier at our 
house with "General Soft Touch" out smelling his 
Roses and happily resetting his trap. So far he 
has sent three armadillos to the happy hunting 
grounds of Waterford Park Estates, and Buddy 
and nature are at peace. 

 
Thank God for kind husbands, Roses and 

sometimes armadillos, for they bring smiles to 
our faces and reports for Newsletters! 
 

CORPUS CHRISTI DAYLILY SOCIETY 
By Marie Marburger 

 
Our members spent the Summer spreading 

mulch and dragging water hoses from one daylily 
bed to another, trying to do whatever they could 
think of to get the Hems through the many days 
of 100 degree heat. Rainfall was scarce. Sinton 
and Goliad members had some showers in July, 
but Corpus Christi members, for the most part, 
had to wait until September for rain. 

 
Our daylily bloom this year was unusually 

early - at least two weeks in most cases. We did 
have more bloom throughout the Summer 
months than we usually do. Several members 
reported good bloom well into July. 

 
Out of my collection of 500 or so daylilies, I 

counted 146 still in bloom on July 1st. By 
September 1st, that had dwindled to 35. At the 
date of this writing, September 27, only 16 
varieties are still blooming: MAE GRAHAM, 



 

 

GYPSY MAIDEN, SUNSHINE PRIZE, SWEET 
THING, SUNNY GIRL, JEROME, ROSIE 
MEYER, SPICED ORANGE, TOUCHED BY 
MIDAS, CLOSER LOOK, FRIVOLOUS FRILLS, 
WINNING BABY, TERRA COTTA BABY, 
BYZANTINE EMPEROR, MAGIC KISS, and 
VIZCAYA. 
 
 

HAPPY TIME DAYLILY SOCIETY 
By Helen Beard 

 
After a recess of three months, the Happy 

Time Daylily Society met in the home of its 
President, Olla Conaway, to resume its 
scheduled activities for 1990. 

 
Olla presented a program on water gardens, 

a project which she has begun recently. As she 
talked she stood in front of a large window with 
her Water Lily pond in view. 

 
Thirteen of the 16 active members were 

present for the meeting. The Society is grieved to 
have to report the death of member Berta Lou 
Coleman, on August 16, 1990. 

 
Louise Oliver, Charter Member, who had the 

greatest part in the organizing of the Happy Time 
Daylily Society, has been out of action recently 
due to a fall which caused a fractured pelvic 
bone. She hopes to be back in action soon. 

 
The drought in Atascosa County has not let 

up but hopefully it will soon. 
 

 
MARIETTA MOSSE 

 
Marietta Mosse passed away on August 30, 
1990, after a massive stroke. She was not a 
Charter Member of Daylily Growers of Dallas but 
had been a member since the very beginning of 
our Society. She was President of Daylily 
Growers of Dallas in 1966, and after that held 
most every office, some several times. 
 
An avid gardener, she was truly a good friend 
and pal to all of us. Marietta wrote the 
Horticulture Section of our newsletter the week 
before she passed away. 
 
 From Helen Reynolds 
 

 
 

IN SEARCH OF OUR PAST 
 

The article with the above title, which was 
featured in the Summer 1990 Newsletter, has 
produced some interesting results. First, there 
was a letter from Lula Mae Purnell, ex-RVP, who 
is now 91 years old and residing at 8600 Skyline 
Drive #1074, Dallas, Texas 75243. Mrs. Purnell 
had all the first Yearbooks and Newsletters, and 
she gave them to the care of Joyce Lewis, 
another ex-RVP, when she moved into a 
retirement community. Joyce has been going 
through these things, and he has selected the 
following article, "Once Upon a Time,” written by 
Mrs. Purnell, as being of interest to all of us.

 
  



 

 

ONCE UPON A TIME 
By Lula Mae Purnell 

 
Maybe this isn't a fairy story, but I think you might agree some of the events just might have been 

from the "Land of Make Believe.” 
 
So, "once upon a time" the magazine FLOWER GROWER had on its staff a lovely and charming 

lady, known as "The Flower Lady" - Mrs. Helen Field Fischer. This Fairy Queen for many years 
conducted a number of Robins for the magazine. One of these was a Hemerocallis Robin. Flower 
shows at the Henry Field Seed Company, of Shenandoah, Iowa, had been discontinued during World 
War II, but by request it was decided to resume the shows and there was a strong feeling that there 
should be a daylily organization. So over the daily half hour program on radio station KDKF, 
conducted by Mrs. Fischer for the Henry Field Seed Company, plans and announcements were made 
for a show and meeting. 

 
On Saturday and Sunday, July 13th and 14th, five thousand visiting flower lovers converged on 

the Henry Field Seed Company from New York, Texas, Montana, Colorado, Ohio, and Virginia, as 
well as from the nearby states. Hotels and private homes were filled, so a dormitory was improvised 
in the basement of the Congregational Church, and dubbed "The Robin's Nest.” The Seed House 
became a fairyland of flowers, and everywhere one looked there was the flower in whose honor the 
show was held - The Hemerocallis. There were many lovely arrangements featuring daylilies and 
even a table of corsages. 

 
On Sunday afternoon a meeting was held in the auditorium of the Seed House, and the "Midwest 

Hemerocallis Society" was born. All who joined that year were Charter Members. When the first 
Yearbook was printed there was a membership of 475 and in order to get the book printed they had 
to take 600. They decided to go ahead anyway, with the thought that the surplus copies would one 
day be collector’s items, which they now really are. This first book was printed in March 1947, and in 
it are listed the names of five Charter Members from Texas - Mrs. J. D. Alexander, Dr. Lloyd H. 
Shinners, Mrs. Paul Kane, Mrs. N. D. Riddle, and Mrs. M. J. Sheridan. By the end of the charter year 
the membership numbered 757, and 23 of these were from Texas. 

 
In 1948, the Society really became National, so the name "Midwest" was dropped and it was know 

as "The Hemerocallis Society.” It was not until the meeting in Baton Rouge, LA, May 16-19, 1955, 
that it became "The American Hemerocallis Society.” 

 
The above brief report was needed to bring us up to date before going into the Regional activities. 
 

Soon after the Society was organized, the country was divided into 10 Regions. Region 6 
consisted of Texas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Louisiana, and Arkansas, with Mr. F. E. Rice of 
Bartlesville, Oklahoma, as our first Regional Director (as they were then called). Mrs. Paul Kane of 
San Antonio was appointed Region 6 Publicity Director. Mr. Rice remained Regional Director through 
1949 and was followed by Mrs. W. R. Mathews of Shreveport, Louisiana, for the terms 1950, 51, and  
52. 

 

The second National Meeting was again held at the Henry Field Seed Company, Shenandoah, 
Iowa, on July 11-12, 1948. The third meeting was at Bartlesville, Oklahoma, with 770 delegates from 
17 states present on June 25-26, 1949. In 1951 Oklahoma and Arkansas became Region 11, with Mr. 
D. R. McKethan as their first Regional Director. In 1955, Louisiana became Region 13. Mrs. Mary F. 
Stevens of Fort Worth, Texas, was appointed Regional Director for Region 6 for the years 1953-54. 
(Region 6 was now Texas and New Mexico.) 



 

 

A few notes from a Newsletter sent out by Mrs. Stevens in December 1953: "Wichita Falls, Texas 
- A Hemerocallis Club was organized September 1953 with 34 members. Mr. Paul Jones has been 
appointed Judge in this area and with his work and enthusiasm he will make an excellent one. This 
makes 4 Judges in Texas. We certainly could use more. 

 
"Houston, Texas - The Houston Hemerocallis Society was organized October 1953, with 40 

members. They elected a temporary President, Mrs. E. W. Woods; Secretary, Mrs. L. Z. Bean. They 
will elect officers in January 1954." 
 

HEMEROCALLIS SURVEY 
 

This survey was compiled by members of the State Garden Clubs of Texas. No. 1 daylily in this 
poll was MRS. B.F. BONNER. The following daylilies were listed as best for arrangements: 
 

DAUNTLESS 
HIGH NOON 
JAY RUSSELL 
JUNE ALCOTT 
LINDA 
MONTE 
MRS. B.F. BONNER 

ON TOUR 
PATRICIA 
POTENTATE 
PSYCHE 
QUEEN OF GONZALES 
ROSE OF TEXAS 
SIESTA 

SKYLARK 
SONNY 
TAJ MAHAL 
TEJAS 
TWILIGHT 

 
Most of these varieties remain open until 11 p.m. Those that open in the late afternoon will remain 

open until morning. 
 

Mrs. Theodore F. Weber 
Hemerocallis Chairman, State Garden Clubs 

 
Under "Garden Visiting in 1953" by Mrs. J. B. Clark - May 25, 1953: 
 
"The peak is over in South Texas, but there is plenty of bloom here in Corpus Christi, yet. At the 

home of Mrs. B. H. Westervelt I saw many fine clumps of Hems and some nice seedlings. In the 
garden of Mrs. Willie Ridenour, I saw a large ruffled seedling of light yellow that would do credit to any 
of the noted hybridizers. 

 
"May 26, 1953 - Now for a visit at the Russell Gardens. Picture if you can acres and acres (30 or 

more) in all colors except pure white and blue. I walked until I thought I would drop getting more 
excited all the while, then Mr. Russell showed me some of the new, new ones. Here I saw PINK - no 
salmon or orchid, but pink, and a perfect dream, for it was ruffled, wide petaled, and a beautiful form. 

 
"May 27, 1953 - Mrs. Harrison of Corsicana has a lovely garden, growing many of the best in 

daylilies. JEWELL RUSSELL was a large and lovely clump of light yellow. Near it was PINK 
PETTICOAT making a nice picture. 

 
"June 10 - In Dallas there is much interest in hybridizing and some fine Hems for their efforts. Mrs. 

L. R. Hogg has many nice named clones to her credit. TRUE LOVE is a lovely pink, MINT JULEP 
was very lovely, a large pale yellow of unusual form. There were many more beautiful ones that will 
bear watching in the future. The McIver’s garden is a large one with many named ones as well as the 
seedlings grown by the hundreds. In the Butler’s garden COTTON BOWL was even nicer than I had 
remembered it. A near white with large ruffled flowers. 



 

 

"Cleburne, June 12 - had its annual. Daylily Show at the Myers Plant Co. Mr. James Myers is quite 
an enthusiast as well as a grower and does much to promote interest. in daylilies in the vicinity. 
Memberships and plants were given as prizes to the growers of the prize winning entries. Mr. Myers 
reports that there was a gain of about 25% more visitors than last year. 

 
"Fort Worth - At the Green Thumb Gardens FOLLOW ME is a beautiful large rose red with a 

pronounced midrib which extends from the green yellow throat. ENCHANTED EVENING is another 
beauty (a night bloomer) of light yellow, ruffled and large. CONNECTICUT YANKEE is one of the 
reddest, with lots of branching and many buds." 

 
The Popularity Poll is listed, with PAINTED LADY (Russell) 334 votes, the winner. 
 
Mrs. Stevens closes her letter by urging all to pay their 1954 dues promptly, suggesting a 

membership in the Society as a lovely Christmas gift, and with a wish that she might meet many from 
Region 6 at Valdosta next year. 
 
***************************************************************************************************************** 

 
APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP IN THE AMERICAN HEMEROCALLIS SOCIETY 

 
Please enroll me as a member of the American Hemerocallis for the year(s) 19   
Name (please print)   
 
Street address   
 
City   State   Zip code   
 
I enclose $   for the following: Check appropriate blank(s) 
 
  Annual Individual Membership - $18.00 
  Three-year Family Membership - $60.00 
  Three-year Individual Membership - $50.00 
  Life Membership - $300.00 
  Annual Family Membership (two individuals at same address; one set of publications) - $22.00 
  Youth Membership (up to 18 years) - $8.00  
 
All memberships are on the calendar year (January-December). New members joining before 
September 31 will receive all the publications of the current year. Memberships received after 
September 31 will be credited to the following year unless otherwise advised. Make checks payable 
to American Hemerocallis Society. 
 

Mail to: 
Elly Launius, Executive Secretary 
1454 Rebel Drive 
Jackson, Mississippi 39211 

 



 

 

How to Organize A New Club 
By Nell Shimek 

Region 6 Special Projects Chairman 
 

A club must begin with a person or persons with the love of the daylily and the desire and 
determination for this club to form. Starting with this, a small group of interested persons must be 
formed to serve as a cadre or organizing group for a local Daylily Society. The AHS membership 
roster can be consulted as a source of AHS members' names within a certain geographic area who 
might be potential members. 

 

The next step in establishing the new club is to find a meeting place that will be available year 
around and is large enough for current needs and growth. Each community has its own unique set of 
facilities and nothing beats asking established residents. Here are some explorable options of 
establishments that sometimes furnish public meeting rooms: 
 

Shopping Malls 
Churches 
Public Utilities Buildings 
Arboretums 
Garden Centers 
Banks 
Libraries 

 

Once you have a place to meet, it is time to deal with publicity. Some research will be necessary 
in getting your sources together. May I suggest that all materials gathered be filed for future use. 
There will be many times to use publicity, for plant sales, for flower shows, or at other times during 
the year announcing your monthly meetings. One way to reach the gardening public is by posted 
announcements at such places as grocery store bulletin boards, post offices, church bulletin boards, 
nurseries, flower shops, garden centers, arboretums, libraries, and school bulletin boards. 
Newspapers are one of the best sources. Some papers have calendars of events and they will list 
your event. Another way to reach people who will be interested is to go to our Newsletter and look up 
our new AHS members. Find the members within a certain radius and mail them postcards stating the 
details of the meeting. Local garden clubs would be another good source to tap into for prospective 
members. Two more vehicles for your announcement are radio stations and state and local gardening 
magazines. 

 

Now that you have taken care of publicity, you need to start planning a program. It will be 
beneficial to have daylily culture pamphlets or typed culture directions as handouts at the first few 
meetings, listing such things as when to plant, where to plant, how to plant, how to fertilize, a list of 
gardens from which daylilies can be obtained, pricelists, etc. This might be your first program, or a 
local hybridizer might be willing to give a program with a showing of slides. Our Region has a slide 
show on the chronological development of the daylily which is available to new clubs. There is a 
National Slide Library with programs available also, and many hybridizers have slide collections 
which they will be happy to lend to you. At this first meeting an invitation for all to join the American 
Hemerocallis Society should be issued. 

 

Now that everything is ready for your first meeting, you will need to raise some money. Table 
sales are a good way to begin. Ask hybridizers and local people who already grow daylilies to donate 
inexpensive daylilies for the sale. Have them cleaned, labeled by name, size and color. The people 
will do the rest, enabling you to set up your treasury. 



 

 

At the first meeting, you need to take care of a few things, such as setting a date, time and place 
for the next meeting and appointing a nominating committee to select a slate of officers. Later, a 
constitution and by-laws will be needed, also. 

 
Have a wonderful meeting! I'll be seeing you down the road at a Regional Meeting or National 

Convention. 
 
***************************************************************************************************************** 

 

How to Plan and Conduct A Slide Show 
By Jay Farquhar 

Gulf Coast Daylily Society of Southeast Texas 
 

The purpose of this article is to tell anyone how to plan and conduct a daylily slide show, also to 
say that there is more to it than pushing a button. 

 
First, you need slides. If you are a photographer you can develop a collection of your own slides; if 

not, you will have to collect slides from other sources. You can borrow or rent slides from friends, 
many hybridizers across the country, the AHS Slide Library, etc. Note: please return slides as soon 
as possible. 

 
When picking your slides, be sure to choose good ones. Make sure they are in focus, that the 

color is as near true as possible, that the flower shows its true characteristics, etc. If you are showing 
only blooms, try to have slides of blooms that fill the frame. Be prepared to tell the size of the flower. 
Please do not show bad slides. You will have an unhappy audience and you will be doing the 
hybridizer an injustice. 

 
There is no set way of showing slides. You can show them in any order you think will be 

interesting. You can show them by hybridizer, size, color, garden, etc. Whatever order you choose, 
you should organize them and make a list. Know your slides and be prepared to tell about them. 

 
You should be able to tell the registered name, hybridizer, and the year of registration and/or 

introduction. You can give a brief description, including color, size, and growing habits. Do not spend 
too much time on any one slide. Remember, just because you like it does not mean everyone does. 

 
When you have your slides organized and you know what you are going to tell about each one, 

you are almost ready. You need to make preparations for a slide projector (have a spare bulb if 
possible), screen, and a room big enough for everyone to be comfortable. You should be able to 
darken the room as much as possible, leaving enough light so that people can take notes. Depending 
on the size of your audience, you may need to make preparations for a public address system. 

 
Try to make your show interesting to everyone. Know your slides, stick to the subject, add a little 

humor, and remember variety is the spice of life. 
 



 

 

How to Organize A Flower Show 
By Joanne Berry 

Brazosport Daylily Society 
 

I was asked to write an article on organizing a flower show. A pure novice, I chaired the 
Brazosport Flower Show for my first time in May 1990. The show was a success in the usual tradition 
of Brazosport shows. My Co-Chairman, Carol Horton, deserves much credit, as well as the many club 
members who participated wholeheartedly. 

 
Our show is held at the Brazos Mall, usually on the second Saturday of May. We are assigned a 

large, well-lighted court area with heavy people traffic. This guarantees 300 or more visitors to the 
show, plus the fact that we advertise the show in the newspaper. Our task is to prepare a beautiful 
setting for an accredited AHS show with horticultural and artistic classes. Scapes are placed in green 
bottles of several sizes supplied by the club. Tables are covered with white cloths and classes are 
divided with green marker boards of molding. Flower arrangements are placed in niches on tables in 
the center of our show area, with tables for horticulture in an inverted U shape surrounding the artistic 
tables. Drapes for the arrangements are supplied by the club and are in pastel shades of sheer cloth. 
The niches themselves are of plywood painted light green. A fountain area separates the show area 
from our plant sale tables. The award table is set up near our educational display. This is the 
Brazosport tradition for a beautiful show. Now, how do we make it happen? 
 

Plan Details With a Time-Line Checklist  
 

The day of the show is the peak of high activity. However, there are many decisions and details 
that have taken place during each month of the year. I believe that our success rests with how well 
we anticipate and make time for those details. This can be the difference in harmony and chaos. The 
tool that I used is a "time-line" or monthly to-do list that is constantly updated as ideas occur. For 
example, in April we must submit the show schedule to the club and to the judges. But, this assumes 
that we have a show title, both artistic and horticultural judges, a site for the show, a date for the 
show, etc., etc. - the many, many details that can be a nightmare if we have not set aside time to 
accomplish our tasks. Hence, the need for a time-line checklist. And, the tasks should begin in 
September, not in February or March. I will end this article with a copy of my actual time-line. 
 

Define and Work on Problem Areas  
 

Last year, a committee met after the show for a critique. 
 

Our conclusion was that better committee participation was needed rather than our show 
chairmen bearing full responsibility for details. We set up an Artistic Committee to handle 
arrangements; before this was the Chairman's responsibility. And we hoped that each committee - 
Judging, Artistic, Classification, Placement, Plant Sale, Education - would meet to plan their work. 
This is still an ideal situation that we are working toward - where each committee will fully handle its 
assignment rather than look to the Chairmen to tend to the details. In addition, Committee Chairmen 
need to continually feedback status to the Show Chairmen as they accomplish their tasks. We'll keep 
working on this. 

 

Another area for improvement that we addressed is documentation for future shows. We asked 
that the Chairmen keep details in a notebook and pass along to near year's Chairmen. Examples are 
names and addresses of judges, copies of our show schedules and any others that they can acquire, 
etc. Hopefully, with better documentation members will be more willing to take on the show 
chairmanship. 



 

 

We also discussed the difficulty the Chairmen face in writing the show theme. This is a real 
challenge. I think that sometimes would-be Show Chairmen decline on the basis of meeting this test 
of creativity. Our solution was to launch a "Name the Flower Show Contest" in September, with a 
December deadline. Winners were announced at the February meeting and awarded 1st, 2nd, and 
3rd place prizes of a daylily of their choice valued at $25, $15, and $10, respectively. With the theme 
announced, the Chairman is free to begin writing the Show Schedule. The contest drew good 
participation and generated good ideas. It focused attention to our flower show in the Fall and it 
relieved the Flower Show Chairmen of the burden of writing a show. The contest is a good idea that 
we will continue to use. 

 
Classification becomes a busy chore with the general public closing in to look at the flowers. This 

problem is unique to our Mall setting. We have not been able to locate a nearby room for the 
Classification activities and we're still considering the problems that our Classification Committee 
faces. 
 
The Bottom Line - Club Participation 
 

I can't stress enough how important club participation is, in any form or fashion. It might just mean 
cheerfully accepting the decision of the club in a matter that you felt differently about. It might mean 
cutting many scapes so that we can have a good show, knowing that they are not all blue ribbon 
winners. Too often, members are not asked to be included. Sometimes they are asked and the Show 
Chairmen don't get participation and are tired of asking for help. But the Chairmen must keep asking, 
must keep giving assignments. To illustrate, most of the time-line assignments were accomplished by 
the Chairman or Co-Chairman. A more ideal situation is each committee following through on the 
details associated with their area. We need to improve in this area. To have a good show we must 
grow the newest varieties under optimum conditions and then be generous enough to enter the 
scapes. However, we don't have to enter the newest varieties to win a blue ribbon; older varieties are 
winners, too. We need to generously donate plants to the sale and to give our time to set up and take 
down the show. We need ideas and continuous improvement. We need a climate where everyone's 
ideas are listened to. We need folks trained in classifying scapes. 

 

To summarize, a successful show needs organization of details, continuous improvement and 
above all, participation. We need to recognize the flower show as a highlight activity for the year and 
to allot time and manpower to make it happen. 
 

Flower Show Time-Line 
 

Summer: Update Classification Guide with additional cultivars from the flower show. (Ray 
Houston) This is a summary sheet of all cultivars ever entered in our shows. The 
Classification Committee can use this listing to classify by rather than looking up each 
daylily in the Check List. 

August: Prepare forms for Flower Show Contest. 
September: Initiate Flower Show Contest. Discuss at meeting and distribute forms. 
October: Bring more flower show contest forms to meeting and talk about it more. 
November: Bring up flower show contest at meeting. Remind members that December is the 

deadline. 
December: 1. Deadline for Flower Show Contest. 

2. At yearbook planning meeting, name Chairman, Co-Chairman and Sub-Committee 
Chairmen. 

3. Pick date for flower show and schedule with the Mall. Ask for the best lighted area, 
natural light if at all possible. 



 

 

January: Yearbook announces Flower Show Chairmen and Committees. Also, publishes the 
date. 

February: 1. Announce winner of the Flower Show Contest. 
2. Begin securing judges for the flower show. (Awards Committee) 
3. Discuss the creation of more club awards - Spider/Variants, three scapes of the 

same variety. 
4. Begin printing Flower Show Schedules. Prepare at least 75 copies. 

March: 1. Submit Flower Show Schedule to the AHS Official. In 1990, the contact is Jayme 
Irving, Denver, Colorado. 

2. Prepare handout on flower show theme, artistic category. Include a list of tips for 
flower arrangers. 

3. Purchase stamps for labeling entry cards with show title and date. 
4. Secure entry cards and stamp them. 
5. Secure ribbons and rosettes. (Awards Committee) 
6. Print schedules and classification guides, 75 copies. 
7. Locate the table cloths; ask that they be brought to the next meeting. 
8. Decorate rosettes with ribbons and glittered words designating award, such as 

"Best Small Flower,” etc. 
9. Make new cards for the new show horticultural sections. Example, in 1990 we 

added Spiders and three scapes as new rosette winners. New cards are needed 
for the Placement Committee. 

10. Secure estimates for crystal bowl, Founders' Award for Sweepstakes Winner. Get 
approval at club meeting for the expense. Club agreed on $30-$50 range. Arrange 
for Carol and Inez to make the selection. 

11. Check supply of plant labels for plant sale. Ask the treasurer to order more if 
needed. 

12. Discuss daylily door prize for the public at club meeting and settle on a price. Club 
agreed on $15. Order the plant from a local commercial garden. 

April: 1. Go over Flower Show Schedule and Classification guide with the club. Ask that 
they fill out their cards fully with Classification information. 

2. Distribute Show Schedule, Classification Guide, entry cards. 
3. Have on hand at the April meeting tags for plant sale. 
4. At the April meeting, allow time for Flower Show Committees to break into planning 

groups. 
5. Send Show Schedules to the judges with a letter. 
6. Discuss layout of show with club: work area and classification area. 
7. Request an official photographer for the show. 
8. Discuss plans for publicity. Club agreed on announcing in the Brazosport Facts 

Club Calendar for Saturday and Wednesday prior to show. Also agreed to an 
advertisement about 1 column x 2" in the Weekender published on the day before 
the show, Friday, May 11. 

9. Arrange for a flower poster to be made to display at the show. 
10. Make signs: work area, classification, placement, judging in progress, etc. 
11. Ask Cary Sheffield to prepare table dividers to replace the ribbons between flower 

categories. He used decorative molding painted green and varnished. The sticks 
were a good substitute for the ribbon - easier for placement members to move and 
easier to store than ribbon. 

12. Arrange to borrow 16 tables (3' x 8') from the parish hall of nearby church. Remind 
volunteers that they are needed to move the tables. 

13. Warren Goza engineered a barricade of PVC pipe to keep the public approximately 



 

 

two feet away from the tables of daylilies. This helped solve the problems we have 
had in the past of the public touching flowers and damaging petals, etc. 

14. Prepare forms for daylily drawing at the end of the show. Also ballots for visitors' 
popularity poll. Decided to make it all on one form. Prepare a ballot box. Make sure 
we have a daylily door prize. 

15. Ask for volunteers specifically for 

 Pinning table cloths 

 Setting up classification card markers 

 Carrying in tables, bottles 

 Setting up coffee, donuts, water, cokes 

 Runners to move scapes from work area to classification area to presentation 
area. Others to keep bottles filled with water. 

May: 1. At the May meeting have on hand more Show Schedules, Classification, entry 
cards. 

2. At the May meeting have on hand tags for plant sale. 
3. Confirm volunteers' assignments for setup, etc. 
4. Classification Committee meet to review their assignment. 
5. Verify that Check List books will be available the day of the show for use by the 

Classification Committee. Borrow from the Librarian and others. 
6. Verify that clerks are arranged for. (Awards Committee) 
7. As a courtesy to the judges, reimburse them for their mileage and present them 

with a nice daylily and a thank you note. Take them to lunch after the judging is 
complete. (Treasurer and Awards Committee) 

8. After the show, Classification Committee submit a list of flower show entries. 
9. Show Chairmen submit report of show to AHS Contact, Jayme S. Irvin and to Mary 

Gage, Region 6 RPD within the required time period. Send a 2 ½” x 11" 
photograph of the Tricolor winner to Irvin. Also, send photographs of winners to 
Mary Gage to accompany the article in the Region 6 Newsletter. 

June or July 1. Show slides from the flower show. 
2. Critique the show. Distribute form "Let's Rate our Show" at the June meeting and 

ask for comments. Have a committee meeting of Show Chairman, Co-Chairman, 
Club President, etc., to critique the show. Or, plan to critique at a club meeting. 
Keep records for the next Show Chairmen and implement improvement ideas. 

7/26/90 jb 
 



 

 

How to Make Black and White Prints 
By Nell Crandall 

 
1. Obtain a Vivatar Slide Printer. 
2. Obtain Polaroid Type 665, Positive/Negative black & white film (the film pack costs 

approximately $10.00 for 8 pictures). 
3. Load the Slide Printer with film pack on the top of printer. 
4. Load color slide into printer. 
5. Push "Print" button. 
6. Pull the white tab straight and all the way out of printer. This causes a yellow tab to appear. 
7. Pull yellow tab straight and all the way out, without hesitating or stopping. 
8. Start timing immediately by pushing "Timer" button. Standard development time is 30 seconds at 

70 degrees F. At lower temperatures, development time will be longer. Do not attempt at 
temperatures below 50 degrees F. 

9. When "Timer" sounds, peel the print away from negative, using a swift, unhesitating motion. Be 
sure not to touch print. 

10. Prints must be coated within 30 minutes to protect them from scratching and fading. Use the 
print coater packed in the plastic tube that comes with the film pack. Keep freshly coated prints 
separate from each other until they are thoroughly dry. 

 
 
****************************************************************************************************************** 

 

How to Plan and Conduct A Live Auction 
By Mary Gage 

 
A plant auction is a good fund raiser and can be a lot of fun. At club meetings and Regionals you 

have a captive audience who are going to buy lots of their favorite plants anyway, so the organization 
may as well benefit. For a small group, such as a local club, everything can be much simpler, but a 
large group of participants, such as we have at Regional Meetings and National Conventions, 
requires more detailed plans. Basically, set the time and location, get the plants, hold the auction, and 
collect the money. 

 
First of all, your group will decide when and where the auction will be held, for what purpose the 

money will be used, and set a goal. Include the purpose in all publicity notices and letters. 
 
A Regional Auction Chairman should be appointed at least nine months to a year ahead, a 

National Chairman a bit longer. The Chairman will recruit auctioneers, plant clerks, spotters, 
tabulation clerks, and cashiers. And they need plenty of time to formulate plans and circulate 
publicity. 

 
For Region 6 auctions, the time and place is chosen by the Planning Committee of the host club 

and are usually held at night after the slide show. However, an afternoon time slot has several 
advantages. It can be on a day later in the Meeting after at least part of the gardens have been 
toured. Since many of the cultivars for auction will be growing in tour gardens, people will be more 
familiar with them. Also, by late in the evening many potential buyers become tired and sleepy and 
leave before all plants have been auctioned. Low enthusiasm means low bidding. 



 

 

 
Decide if you want to set a bottom limit on plant value. A low value of $20 or $25 can result in 

more money faster, but for an afternoon auction time probably will not be as critical. Accepting lower 
priced cultivars can result in participation from more donors and bidders. Not everyone has expensive 
daylilies to donate or can afford to buy them. And many inexpensive daylilies are still very desirable. 

 
Begin soliciting plants at least six months before auction time. Notices should be placed 

appropriately in the Regional Newsletter and/or Daylily Journal with all pertinent information. Letters 
and plant information sheets can be sent to all clubs in the Region and to individual growers and 
hybridizers. Soliciting plants from out-of-Region, except for a National Convention auction, is strongly 
frowned upon by AHS. Each Region should be self sufficient and this could supposedly cut back on 
donations within the other Region. However, many daylily people have very close ties with other 
Regions and their voluntary donations should be gratefully accepted. 

 
It has been helpful in recent years to have donors return plant information sheets for each cultivar, 

listing name, hybridizer, registration and introduction dates, catalog value, complete description, 
availability of live plant at auction or by card to be shipped later, availability of slide, name and 
address of donor and whom to contact about their donation. For donors unable to bring their plants to 
the Meeting, the Chairman can arrange to accept them a month or so early and hold in pots. 

 
Urge donors to make their pledge at least six weeks before auction date, giving the Chairman time 

to compile a list, locate slides not available from the plant donor and estimate whether proceeds are 
likely to be sufficient to reach the goal. Most plants will probably sell for less than catalog value. This 
list, complete with descriptions and catalog value, should be included in the Regional packet or 
stacked on the registration table. Any last minute donations brought to the meeting can be added to 
the end of the list. Make an index card for each cultivar, noting all information listed in paragraph 7. 
The auctioneer will work from these cards. 

 
To familiarize bidders with varieties they may not know, include a section of auction plants in the 

regular slide show. 
 
Now comes the dilemma of how to determine the order in which the plants will be auctioned. A 

random listing seems more logical and fair rather than alphabetically, price-wise, or by hybridizer. I 
solved this by shuffling the cards and revising a bit. 

 
Offering a portion of the plants in a silent auction can shorten the time needed for the live auction. 

Bidding lists for these plants should be available as early in the Meeting as possible, in an accessible 
location and well publicized. 

 
Bidders are identified by their Regional Meeting badge number. A list in numerical order of all 

Meeting registrants and their badge numbers should be furnished to the workers. 
 
As plant donations arrive at the Meeting, have someone on hand to receive them and put them in 

a secure place. Be sure the Regional planners are aware of this need. 
 
Be sure the auction room is large enough. Have sufficient tables to hold all the plants and tables 

for tabulation clerks and cashiers, along with a podium and microphone for the auctioneer. On tables 
to one side of the auctioneer place plants in the order in which they will be offered for bidding. After 
each is sold it can be placed on another table in alphabetical order, to facilitate locating the plant 
when it is given to the buyer. This second table should not be accessible to the buyers, only to the 



 

 

plant clerks. It could be located behind the first table, which would then serve as a counter when 
buyers line up to receive their plants. 

 
Finally, after all the planning and preparation, auction time arrives. After a brief opening by the 

auction chairman the fun begins. The auctioneer should keep a lively pace and not dwell too long on 
any one plant. An average of one minute per plant is not a bad estimate, but it could go even faster. If 
there are two or more plants of the same cultivar they should be auctioned together, with the best 
plant going to the top bidder and successive plants offered to the runners-up for the same price. 
Bidding should begin with one half catalog value. Have three or four spotters positioned around the 
room to assist the auctioneer in catching bids; one pair of eyes cannot see the whole room at once. 

 
Tabulation clerks can work from a long table facing the bidding floor. Furnish each tabulator with a 

complete list of plants, including late donations. Tabulators will work from tally sheets with as many as 
fifty numbered spaces, each representing one Meeting registrant and large enough to write in several 
cultivar names. After each successful bid, tabulators will record cultivar name and price in the 
appropriate numbered space. As a backup, have another clerk record each sale by badge number 
and price on the list of auction plants. Accurate recording of bids is vital; you will be dealing with some 
very expensive plants and sometimes bidders forget what they bought and for what price. Tabulation 
can be done by computer if you have the equipment and operator, but computers have a way of 
malfunctioning so have a manual backup. When bidding is finished, tabulation clerks will make a 
purchase list for each successful bidder, making sure the recorded badge number corresponds to the 
actual badge the buyer is wearing. Extreme care should be taken to make sure the proper person 
receives each plant. If a silent auction was held, have a purchase list for each of those winning 
bidders, also. 

 
The cashier will need a cash box, $200 or $300 for making change, and a "PAID" stamp. Post a 

sign showing to whom checks should be payable. Buyers will take their purchase lists to the cashier, 
make their payment, have the list stamped "PAID,” then go on to the plant clerks to pick up their 
plants and Fall delivery cards. Have at least as many plant clerks as tabulators so this part of the 
operation can run smoothly. 

 
Count the money immediately in the presence of several people and turn it over to the treasurer. It 

may be kept in the hotel safe if the treasurer feels uneasy about having that much cash and checks in 
their room. 

 
When the auction is over, hopefully the goal was reached and everyone goes home happy with 

their plants. But the Chairman's job is not quite finished. There are still thank you notes and reports to 
write. In the Fall the Chairman should check with those who bought plants by card to make sure all 
plants have been received. If anyone does not get their plant the Chairman should locate a 
replacement or see that the buyer gets a refund. 

 
The ideas and methods presented here have worked well in the past, but use your imagination 

and do not be afraid to try something different if you think it will work. Anything you can do to 
generate publicity and enthusiasm will help make a successful auction. 
 



 

 

How To Organize A Plant Sale 
By Mary Anne Ater 

 
The primary reason to have a plant sale is to promote the daylily and to encourage the public to 

use more daylilies in their landscapes. Incidentally, while providing the general public with a source of 
good, though not expensive, daylilies, you are at the same time able to raise funds for Regional and 
local activities. 

 
For some clubs, Spring in the time of choice, so the sale can be held in conjunction with a flower 

show. Others also conduct Fall sales, since Fall is a good time to divide clumps and to plant new 
acquisitions. The location chosen should have easy access and good parking facilities, with ample 
work space. 

 
Promotion can be by word of mouth, newspapers, radio, and television. Clubs may want to 

develop a mailing list of prospective customers and customers who have purchased in the past. 
 
Your members may have some excess named varieties and/or seedlings they will be willing to 

donate. If you are in a group with some funds, you may want to buy some plants. Some of the 
growers are happy to be able to cull their more vigorously growing plants and will sell a whole clump 
of ten or more fans for the price of one order, thus you will be able to sell $20 to $40 daylilies for $5 or 
$10, supplying the public with quality daylilies at a reasonable price. If you order plants from a grower, 
spend the extra money in order to get second day delivery. There is nothing sadder than a daylily that 
has been in transit over a week and then try to make it presentable to the public. Most of the time 
they will snap out of their dormancy, grow nicely, and produce great blooms the next year. But if you 
get them so as to avoid delay in shipping, they will look nice and perhaps be able to pick up and 
bloom the year you sell and they are planted. 

 
Plants should be cleaned, groomed, and washed free of soil, with all weeds (nut grass, oxalis) 

removed. Each plant must be tagged ahead of time as to cultivar name, hybridizer, price, and a 
general description. Work days can be scheduled ahead of time for all to help with this task or 
perhaps to help others with digging. 

 
For ease in handling plants, there must be some sort of system to arrange the plants. They can be 

arranged alphabetically by name, by color, or by size and type (e.g. Spiders, doubles). Low, topless 
cardboard boxes of the type obtainable from groceries or liquor stores can be obtained ahead of time 
and labeled, in order to receive the plants as they are brought in. There must be enough table space 
to display the plants in an orderly way. Have on hand a supply of paper or plastic bags for the buyers 
to carry their purchases. 

 
Workers must be on a schedule to provide full coverage throughout the sale. The tendency is for 

everyone to bring in plants early and then to leave early. One person must be assigned to add up the 
amount of purchases and another to act as cashier. Have on hand an adequate change fund. Several 
workers will be needed at all times to help in locating plants and to answer questions. A sale gives 
you the opportunity to set up an educational exhibit and to sign up new members. 

 
Price the daylilies at a low but fair level. Do not price anything in other than whole dollar amounts; 

avoid having to handle small change. Do not reduce prices at the close of the sale; it is not fair to 
early buyers. And be sure to have a set up for coffee and light refreshments for the workers. 
 



 

 

How to Plan and Conduct a Bus Trip 
By Mable Nelson 

 

Bus trips are a lot of fun and good fellowship. It's also fun to plan and schedule a trip. Since I have 
planned a number of these trips, I would like to share some of my ideas with you. 

 

After determining when and where you want to go, a bus company must be contacted to 
determine the approximate cost. If it is within your budget, then you can begin by figuring to travel 
about 300 to 400 miles a day, depending on the number of garden visits and stops you want to make 
along the way. 

Obtain a good road map; write to the tourist bureau of each state to be visited, asking for maps 
and other information. Trips of 7 or 8 days are usually long enough; longer trips are more tiring, with 
garden visiting, buying daylilies, and meeting new friends. Then choose your route, trying to find the 
straightest to your destination, though it may be necessary to go out of your way to visit a special 
garden. Study the cities you will be traveling through and then consult the National Roster to find 
members in these cities who have gardens you might visit or who can tell you of gardens in the 
vicinity that might be visited. The local members are really a big help if you don't know the gardens 
yourself. 

 
Next, figure you will travel 50 miles per hour, for a total of no more than up to 350 to 400 miles in 

one day, leaving at 7:00 or 7:30 a.m., except on the first morning, when I like to leave earlier, as 
everyone is fresh and ready to go. Knowing your travel time and garden visits for each day, look for 
cities of fairly good size with suitable motels. Call the motel of choice to ask about availability and 
group rates. They will want to know the number of rooms desired and the date. If you don't know this 
as yet, get rates and call them back later. They will send a guest list form for you to complete and ask 
for full or part payment. Good choices for motels are: La Quinta Inns (phone 1-800-531-5900) - my 
favorite; Day's Inn, 1-800-325-2525; Quality Inn, 1-800-221-2222; Ramada Inn, 1-800-228-2828, or 
Comfort Inn, 1-800-228-5150. Be sure to ask for group rates. 

 
I collect room money from our members and make room reservations along the way, but I don't 

collect food money or registration fees for Conventions or reserve or pay for rooms at Convention 
hotels. 

 
Plan for one hour lunch stops at cafeterias if possible or at other places where service is quick and 

where there is a wide choice. Remember, you must be firm about the time of departure, so that 
people don't get caught up in other activities and cause delay. In working with 30 to 40 people, 
deadlines must be complied with or the schedule will not be kept. This also applies to visiting 
gardens, with 45 minutes to 1 hour allotted to each garden. 

 
Ask your bus company agent to find for you a good bus driver who likes tours with the kind of trip 

you will be taking. Tell the driver your plans and what you will be doing. Your bus driver can be a BIG 
asset in helping plan things, such as lunch stops, for instance. It's good to keep the same driver for all 
trips if you can. 

 



 

 

National Conventions or 
Regional Meetings will 
reimburse you for the use of 
your bus at the meetings. Write 
ahead of time to the Chairman 
about this. Also, encourage 
your group to use a different 
bus at the meeting in order to 
meet other new daylily people. 

 
Now a note about "bus 

etiquette.” The first seat (two 
spaces) behind the driver 
should he reserved for the bus 
captain or tour director, to help 
in communicating with the 
driver and in using the speaker 
system if necessary. The front 
seats on the other side of the 
bus should be reserved for the 
club President. 
 
 
****************************************************************************************************************** 

 

How to Nominate For Service and 
Hybridizing Awards 

 
Annually the AHS Board of Directors votes for the recipients of the Helen Field Fisher Gold Medal 

(for service on the national level), the Bertrand Farr Silver Medal (for outstanding hybridizing efforts), 
and the Regional Service Awards (for service on the Regional level). Though these awards are given 
by vote of the Board, any member may make a nomination. 

 
For each award, the nomination should be made to the AHS Awards and Honors Chairman by 

August 25th. Each nomination must be typed, single-spaced on one sheet of paper, and must contain 
a summary of the nominee's worthiness for the award. The Regional Service Award may be given to 
a couple. None of these awards can be given to a currently serving Board Member or Regional Vice 
President. 

 
For each award, selections are made by secret ballot at the Fall meeting of the Board of Directors, 

and the annual presentations are made at the next National Convention. Many members may not 
realize that the nominations must come from the general membership in order for the person to be 
considered for one of these awards. 
 



 

 

How to Garden in Region 6 
Month By Month 

By Elizabeth Krebs 
 
Each year brings different growing conditions, and each garden and gardener has different 
requirements and methods, so this calendar is respectfully submitted as a general approach. 
 

JANUARY 
 
Enjoy and study Daylily Journals, Newsletters, and catalogs for cultivar information, landscaping 
ideas, and cultural practices. 
 
Plan crosses for coming seasons of hybridizing. 
 
Have your garden soil analyzed. A reliable soil test is available through your County Extension Agent 
in cooperation with the Texas A & M University System. This might be a good club project. 
 
Continue turning compost heap. Add nitrogen and water as needed. 
 
If rain fails, keep daylilies watered to minimize freeze damage. 
 

FEBRUARY 
 

Complete any transplanting of daylilies started last Fall. Daylilies can be successfully transplanted 
almost any time, however, Fall seems to be the optimum time. 
 

Apply slow release fertilizer according to your soil requirements. Remember too much fertilizer and 
elements not needed can do more damage than not enough. Do not place fertilizer too close to daylily 
crowns. 
 
Work several inches of compost, peat moss, or decomposed manure into the top layer of soil. Be 
careful not to damage roots. 
 
Continue watering program. 
 
Sift compost. Store finished product in plastic bags. Return large particles to bin to recycle. 
 
Verify and update planting charts to insure correct identification of daylily cultivars. Inspect and 
replace any worn, faded, or lost garden labels. 
 

MARCH 
 
Remove dead and damaged foliage. Cultivate carefully around daylily plants to a two or three inch 
depth to kill weeds, break crust, and aerate ground. 
 

Inspect daylily plants for pests. 
 

For aphids and thrip: Use systemic insecticide or Safer Insecticidal Soap mixed with distilled or rain 
water. 



 

 

For Spider Mites: Spray the underside of leaves with Safer Insecticidal Soap or ¼ cup Clorox mixed 
with 1 gallon water. Do not use Kelthane. 
 
Water as needed to keep soil moist but not soggy. Check drainage. Top one inch of soil might be dry, 
but roots may be standing in water. 
 
Anticipate first blooms and enjoy an awakening garden. 
 

APRIL 
 
Complete Spring clean-up quickly. 
  
Apply second application of slow release fertilizer according to your soil requirements. 
 
Continue inspecting daylily plants for pests. Apply insecticide or miticide mixed with either distilled or 
rain water as long as temperatures do not exceed 80 degrees. 
 
Continue to add material to compost bin. 
 
Water garden as needed. 
 
Enjoy first blooms of the season. 
 

MAY 
 
Daylilies require ample water to flower properly. Water according to soil requirements. 
 
Cultivate and weed as needed, or add one to two inches of mulch. Soil should be moist before 
placing mulch. Do not place mulch too close to daylily crowns. 
 
If hybridizing, make and record your planned crosses. Early morning is an optimum time. 
 
Remove spent flowers daily if seed is not wanted. Add spent blossoms to compost bins. 
 
Enter your best scapes in your nearest flower show. It is great to win those blue ribbons. 
 
Attend your Regional Meeting and all nearby flower shows to fully enjoy fabulous blossoms and great 
friends. 
 

JUNE 
 
Weed and cultivate as necessary. 
 
If rains fail, continue to water. Early morning or late evening are best times. Soaker hoses or drip 
irrigation are some of the best methods. 
 
Enjoy beautiful blossoms each day. Collect spent flowers for your compost bins at the end of the day. 
 
Invite friends to visit your garden. Use daylily blossoms for flower arrangements for home, church, 
offices, parties, and celebrations. 



 

 

Visit as many gardens as possible for pleasure and to study cultivar performances. 
 
Photograph blossoms and gardens for future enjoyment. Consider competing for the Robert Way 
Schlumpf Award and the A. D. Roquemore Memorial Award. 
 

JULY 
 
Sift compost and store finished product. Continue turning and adding new material, nitrogen, and 
water to new bins. 
 
Continue water program. 
 
Collect seeds when ripe but before pods split. 
 
Finalize plans for any landscape changes to be made. 
 
Mail your Regional Popularity Poll ballot promptly. 
 

AUGUST 
 
Cultivate, renew mulch, and water daylilies as needed to keep soil cool, moist, and weed-free. 
 
Continue composting process. 
  
If you wish to increase your daylily planting area, this is the time to start. Choose a site which will 
receive at least six hours of sunlight daily. Have soil tested to determine soil type, pH, and fertility. 
(See your County Extension Agent for instructions.) Clear and spade site to a depth of twelve to 
eighteen inches. Add soil amendments: sharp sand, compost, peat moss, cottonseed meal, and 
sulphur or lime as required by your soil test. Using a rototiller or shovel, blend several times over a 
two to three week period. If rains fail, water deeply with either soaker hoses or a gentle spray to settle 
soil. 
 
Study daylily catalogs, pricelists, and your own notes. Place orders for plants to be delivered in 
September and October. 
 

SEPTEMBER 
 

Sift and store compost for use later this month. 
 

Continue your water program. 
 

Carefully review established plantings. If clumps are overgrown, crowded, and/or soil is packed, plan 
to redo sections small enough to manage. Have soil tested. Start work last two weeks of the month. If 
weather remains unseasonably hot, delay work. Lift clumps intact. Store with labels in cool shady 
places. Clumps can be stored in individual cardboard boxes. Cover roots with sharp sand. Spade 
area to a depth of twelve to eighteen inches. Add and blend soil amendments: sharp sand, compost, 
peat moss, cottonseed meal, and fertilizers. Water to settle soil if rains fail to do so. When weather is 
cool and soil is moist, reset three or five fans per clump. Excess plants may be lined out or given to 
friends or relatives. 
 

Continue to place orders for daylilies to be delivered in October. 
 



 

 

OCTOBER 
 

Start Fall clean-up. Remove dead foliage. Cultivate and water as soil requires. 
 

Fertilize according to your soil requirements. 
 

When weather cools, start your replanting program. To separate a lifted clump, wash all dirt off roots 
by using a strong stream of water from a garden hose. Carefully pull roots apart to separate clump. 
Trim off any damaged roots and cut tops back to six to eight inches. Some growers recommend 
waiting twenty-four hours before replanting fans. Waiting allows cuts to calcify. Water slowly and 
deeply immediately after planting. Wait until surface is dry to water again. 
 

Plant newly acquired daylilies. When received by mail, open package immediately. If unable to plant 
in permanent location within a day or so, store in a cool shady place or plant in large containers in a 
mixture of 50% sharp sand and 50% compost. Water deeply and slowly immediately after planting. 
 

Add all disease free material to compost bins. 
 

NOVEMBER 
 

Complete planting program as early as possible. 
 

A mulch of seed-free hay, pine needles, or bark may be placed to a two inch depth around daylily 
plants. 
 

Continue composting process. 
 
Clean, oil, and store tools. 
  

DECEMBER 
 

Keep your garden watered if rains fail. 
 

Remember daylilies and American Hemerocallis Society memberships make welcomed gifts. 
 

Enjoy friends, loved ones, parties, and a sleeping garden. Dream about the coming season of bloom. 
 



 

 

How to Treat A Guest (Plant) 
By Eddie Kett 

 
 

The practice of sending guest plants seems to be an established custom, but there seem to be no 
set rules for the game. It seems reasonable to extend to guest plants in your garden the same 
courtesies that you would observe with guests in your home. 

 
First, consider why the guest plant is there. It is there to be displayed to you and your garden 

visitors and/or to be tested in your locality or climate. Since the originator has done you the favor of 
sending a new and possibly rare variety, it deserves the very best attention. 

 
Your guest plant should be given a favored location, where it can be viewed easily and where it 

receives the benefit of sufficient sunlight and rain, not in a remote corner of your garden, under the 
overhang of a house, or placed where it will be smothered by more established, robust clumps. It 
should be watered, fed, and protected from unwanted pests. 

 
A guest plant must always be displayed 

as a clump, not lined out or divided. It must 
not be made to support a seed pod - it is not 
there for fertility testing. Likewise, its pollen 
should not be used, unless the originator has 
specifically said that it can be used. Refrain 
from asking to use the pollen; you would be 
putting the originator in the delicate position 
of having to refuse. 

 
 
 

 “Honey, I shrunk the guest plant!” 
 
Be sure to have the guest plant well labeled as to name of cultivar and hybridizer, and indicate 

that it is a guest. 
 
When the plant is received, there should be some understanding as to its future. Is it to be 

returned in part or all? Can part or all of it be donated to your local or Regional auction? 
 
When the time comes to return the plant, do it promptly, with thanks. Following these procedures 

will prevent the possibility of hurt feelings or ruffled feathers. 
 
 



 

 

How To Battle The Bugs Safely And Win 
by Mickey Sanders 

 
When fellow gardeners are asked what their gardens mean to them, answers such as, "A place to 

lose myself and forget my troubles," "A place to create beauty," "A place to enjoy a constantly 
changing vista," are received. No one ever answers, "A place to conduct warfare." However when 
gardeners gather, the talk invariably turns to the poisons of choice for fighting the pests. Would we 
not enjoy our gardens more if we could take time to smell the fragrance of the flowers rather than 
inhale the stench of the pesticides? This is possible! The arsenal of choice is a variety of predatory 
insects and other biological controls. Using these non-poisonous controls to do what we have been 
depending upon pesticides to accomplish is easier, cheaper, and not destructive to the environment. 

 

For the skeptics among us, it is important to realize that pesticide use has more far reaching 
consequences than simply killing pests. 

 

When we spray with pesticides, we kill many of the pests; but we also wipe out the beneficial 
insects. Then when the pests return, they appear in larger numbers than before, because the 
beneficials which were helping to keep them under control are gone. Therefore we spray again; and 
before we know it, we are dependent upon a routine of spraying. Before going on, I want to address 
an inevitable question. "If the pests come back in greater numbers, why do the beneficials not return 
in like numbers?" There is a twofold answer. The primary reason lies in the food supply. Insects will 
multiply as long as there is a supply available. The food supply for the pests was not wiped out by the 
spraying. The daylilies are there, succulent and inviting. The pests which escaped can eat and 
multiply. Predators, on the other hand, have had both their numbers and their food supply decimated; 
and they need a vast number of pests to satisfy appetites. if the supply is too low, the predators will 
go elsewhere or starve. The second part of the answer lies in the method and rapidity of reproduction. 
When the food supply is abundant, aphids are born live without the need of a mating process. In hot 
weather, Spider Mites can complete their life cycle in only five days. Thrips too are rapid, rampant 
reproducers. Predators of these insects go through a more lengthy process of reproduction. They 
either mate, lay eggs, hatch into larva, become a pupa, then evolve into the adult; or they mate, lay 
eggs, hatch into a nymph (immature form of adult), then 
slowly mature into the adult. Some predators take a full 
season to complete the life cycle; others can produce 
several generations during a long season, but none can 
compete in reproductive rapidity or numbers with the 
pests that feed on daylilies. The logic of nature prevails. If 
predators reproduced as rapidly as pests, there would be 
an inadequate food supply for the predators. 

 

Sometimes a minor pest escapes death by spray and 
when the beneficials which were keeping it under control 
are wiped out; it becomes a major pest. 

 

Another insidious problem develops with pesticide use, 
and that is the pesticide resistant pest. The members of 
the species that are the most resistant survive and 
multiply giving rise to future generations more likely to be 
immune to the pesticide. The user must then resort to 
stronger pesticides which are more lethal to the pest and 
more harmful to the user as well as the. environment. 



 

 

The major pests of daylilies are few; their predators are more numerous; thus control of pests is 
possible. Eradication is not possible. We must be satisfied with control that allows a balance in the 
garden. With the use of predators and some non-toxic alternate controls, this balance can be 
achieved. It is frightening, I admit, to think of all those daylilies being damaged. Predators do not give 
overnight results the way sprays do; but predators do give adequate, long lasting, non-toxic, 
inexpensive control that permits a balance of nature to flourish in the garden. After predators become 
established, the damage will be minimal. 

 

Before a gardener can begin any program of biological pest control, they must have the ability to 
identify both pest and predator. When aphids are spotted, it is reassuring to also see assassin bugs 
patrolling the premises or the larva of lacewings and Ladybugs lunching. 
 

BENEFICIAL INSECTS: 
 

 
 

Adult 

Lacewings are the most effective predator which can 
be found in the garden. Lacewing adults are pale green 
or light brown fly-like insects ½" long with long 
antennae and prominent eyes. Their diaphanous, 
veined wings are longer than their bodies. Eggs are laid 
on foliage and bark. The eggs are white and each one 
is attached to one end of a thin white stalk. These eggs 
hatch in four to seven days. The pale green, spindle 
shaped Lacewing larva may be smooth or bristly. They 
have a voracious appetite and their diet consists 
exclusively of plant pests. They will consume aphids at 
the rate of one a minute. Thrips and Spider Mites also 

 
 

Eggs 

 
 

Larva 

become prey. The larva eats almost non-stop for two weeks then it rolls into 
a ball and covers itself with a cocoon about the size of a small pea. A 
cocoon that is an almost perfect sphere means it is that of a Lacewing. 
Most pest cocoons are more oval. Lacewing adults are nocturnal and are 
not often seen by day. To check if you have Lacewings in your garden, look 
on your windows when the room is lighted, or check the outside of your 
house under a floodlight. Lacewings are attracted to light. Judicious use of 
bug zappers is urged when trying to encourage Lacewings. 

 

No one needs an introduction to the Ladybug. There are more than 4,000 
different species of Ladybugs and practically all are beneficial. The size is small 
1/4" - 3/8" and colors vary as do number of spots. Ladybugs come with no spots, 
two spots, nine spots, and twelve spots. Ladybugs are often confused with the 
Mexican Bean Beetle. To tell them apart, count their spots; Bean Beetles have 
exactly sixteen spots. The color of Ladybugs varies, also. They can be red, 
orange, grey, or black. The female usually lays her eggs on an aphid infested 
plant. Eggs are found in clusters of 5-30 and are yellow/gold. The larva is usually 
velvety black with yellow and white spots. They may also be bristly. One specie 
of Ladybug has a white larva covered with spines. It is Cryptolaemus also known 
as the "Mealy Bug Destroyer." The adult has an orange head and a black body 
with no spots. This voracious predator has been observed in my garden 
devouring aphids on an infested Pyracantha. Ladybugs are in the larval stage for 
three weeks. After the larval stage, they go into the cocoon covered pupa to then 
emerge as the adult Ladybug. Ladybugs are shipped in the adult stage. They will 
stay in your garden as long as it provides a food source. One good meal and they 
are ready to mate and lay eggs. 

 
 

Larva 



 

 

 
 

Nymph 

Assassin Bugs are unmistakable allies in the 
garden. There are various species of Assassin Bugs, 
but generally only one generation occurs each year 
with the complete cycle sometimes requiring several 
years. Assassins range in size from 1/2" - 5/8.” The 
nymph of the Assassin is a small, bright, wingless 
version of the adult. The most common Assassin in this 
area is reddish/orange with long hair-like black legs. As 
it matures, the wings which are black begin to form and 
the insect appears to be black with a red/orange 
abdomen. Assassin Bugs are not available through mail 
order. If the routine of spraying is stopped, they will 
take up residence in the garden. 

 
 

Adult 

 
Parasitic nematodes are no joke. These are microscopic organisms that live in the soil just as their 

plant damaging counterparts do. The parasitic nematodes attack only insects. They are not harmful to 
humans, pets, birds, earthworms, or any insect that lives entirely above the surface of the soil. 
Parasitic nematodes work by entering the body of the host insect where they feed and reproduce. 
Their life cycle is 7-10 days. Pests controlled by parasitic nematodes are: borers, root weevils, 
cutworms, beetle grubs, fungus gnats, cabbage root maggots, and wireworms. 

 
The idea of predacious mites might be looked upon with as much skepticism as parasitic 

nematodes, but I have used them and can attest to the fact that they work. They live among the plant 
damaging Spider Mites and feed upon them and their eggs. One hundred predacious mites will 
control a population of over 2,000 Spider Mites. 

 
All of the above mentioned predators with the exception of the Assassin Bug are available from a 

source below. 
 
There are predaceous insects that are conspicuously missing from this list: Praying Mantis, Hover 

Flies, and Trichogramma Wasps; but for the best control of daylily damaging pests the outstanding 
predators have been discussed. 
 
NON-TOXIC CONTROLS: 
 

In addition to predacious insects, there are some other non-toxic controls which may be used with 
success. 

 
Diatomaceous earth is a product mined from the sea. It is composed of the remains of diatomes 

which are one-celled algae. The remains are razor sharp skeletal particles. They cut through the 
outer coating of soft bodied insects and the result is death by dehydration. Bear in mind that 
diatomaceous earth will cause the same death to any soft bodied insect. Adult Ladybugs would be 
safe, but their larva would perish as would the larva of the Lacewing. For this reason, I limit my use of 
diatomaceous earth to Winter months when aphids appear during warm days, but few predators are 
on the scene. Diatomaceous earth can be purchased inexpensively at swimming pool supply stores. 
Eyes, nose, and mouth should be protected when dusting with this product. It is not poisonous but it 
is an irritant to mucus membranes. 

 
Milky spore is a bacteria which is harmful only to grubs causing them to become diseased and die. 

It is spread on the soil; the grubs eat or come into contact with the bacteria and die with the disease. 



 

 

In doing so they release even more bacteria thus increasing the bacteria in the soil. Milky spore will 
not harm earthworms; it is harmful only to grubs. 

 
Yellow Stick Bars are pre-coated plastic bars which attract and trap aphids, whiteflies, gnats, and 

other small insects. They are hung or pushed into the soil near plants. 
 
So let the battle continue, but let the arsenal be non-toxic with the first weapon being the "shadow 

of the gardener." If the gardener does not observe what is happening on a regular basis, it is 
impossible for the proper steps to be taken to achieve the balance which leads to health for the 
daylilies, the gardener, and the environment. 
 
SOURCES 
 
1. Natural Gardening Research Center 

Hwy. 48, P.O. Box 149 
Sunman, IN 47041 
(812) 623-3800 

 
2. Garden-Ville 

6266 Hwy, 290 W. 
Austin, TX 78735 
(512) 892-0002 

 
3. Ricon-Vitova Insectaries, Inc. 

P.O. Box 95 
Oak View, CA 93002 
(805) 643-5407 
(Minimum order $100) 

 
4. Ringer 

9959 Valley View Road 
Eden Prairie, MN 55344-35685 
1-800-654-1047 

 
WORTHWHILE ADDITIONS TO THE BOOKSHELF: 
 

1. Rodale' s Color Handbook of Garden Insects by Anna Carr priced $12.95 is limited to the insects 
that have a direct effect upon the garden. It has color pictures which include all stages of the 
insects. The life cycle is outlined as well as controls for the pests. This book is available from both 
Natural Gardening Research Center and Garden-Ville. This is the best insect identification book 
which I own. 
 

2. The Bug Book by Helen and John Philbrick priced $5.95 contains black and white line drawings of 
both pests and predators. Environmentally harmless controls are suggested. It is available from 
Hastings, 1036 White St., S.W., P.O. Box 115535, Atlanta, GA 30310-8535. 
 

3. Organic Pest Control Handbook by Pest Publications priced $5.95 contains color pictures of 
garden pests with controls discussed for each pest. Predators are not pictured. The appendix 
contains an extensive source list. This booklet may be ordered from Ringer. 

  
 



 

 

How to Select Companion Plants 
By F. G. Stoddard 
Bonham, Texas 

 
Several years ago I made a bed for nothing except daylilies. Lately I've been replacing some of 

the daylilies with other plants. Here's why. A daylily bed out of bloom is drab. Daylilies look better with 
other plants to show them off. And growing other plants is fun. Here are some of the basics I've 
learned about choosing companion plants for daylilies. 

 
First, choose some plants that will continue to bloom after daylily season is past. Don't rule out 

good plants like Columbine, Centranthus ruber albus (fragrant clusters of white flowers), or 
Platycodon (balloon-like buds and star-shaped blue flowers) just because they bloom for only a few 
weeks. But choose some plants that bloom over a long season, such as dwarf Cannas, miniature 
Roses, Aster frikartii, Salvia farinacea (Victoria, White Porcelain, Silver White), Trailing Lantana in 
white or pale yellow, Miniature Crepe Myrtle (planted in acid soil to forestall mildew), Coreopsis 
verticillata zagreb (bright yellow stars atop thread leaf foliage) and Moonbeam (pale yellow) and Alba 
(white), and Verbena (Apple Blossom and Purple Star are two new ones). 

 
When I'm unsure of the season of bloom, I turn first to the perennial plant catalog of Andre Viette 

(it's easy to adjust his dates to our own area). To my mind, this is the best perennial firm in the 
country, offering many choice field-grown plants. The Crownsville Nursery and Carroll Gardens are 
other favorites. 

 
Second, choose some annuals as well as perennials. Few perennials bloom more than 3 to 4 

weeks, but annuals bloom all Summer. Also, leaving a spot for annuals allows you to vary the garden 
somewhat from year to year. Petunia Azure is excellent for the front of the border. So is Mexican 
Heather (Cuphea hyssopifolia) with dainty purple-pink flowers and graceful fronds of small leaves. I 
find Pentas (2-3 feet) indispensable - clusters of tiny star-shaped flowers in red, white, pink, or lilac. 
Chrysanthemum Polar Star (Thompson & Morgan) - white with dark centers and a band of yellow - is 
well worth trying. The new Periwinkle Peppermint Cooler, white with red eye and overlapping petals, 
is excellent. 

 
Third, pay special attention to form. If you plant, say miniature orange Roses, pale yellow Lantana, 

and purple Verbena together, you will have a harmonious combination of colors, but the flowers will 
look so much alike that the effect will be dull. Don't ask how I know this. 

 
Gardens must have contrast as well as harmony, and vertical contrast is perhaps the most 

important. So include some plants for vertical accent, such as Salvia farinacea, Veronica (Sunny 
Border Blue, Icicle, Blue Peter, Blue Charm), Kniphofia (Carroll Gardens has the best selection), 
Lythrum (Dropmore Purple). White Liatris flowers too briefly to be worth considering. 

 
Include plants with globular heads like Agapanthus, Phlox paniculata (Mt. Fuji is a fine white), 

Allium giganteum, and Craspedia (yellow drumstick flowers). Try other distinctive shapes, like the 
white trumpets of Datura or Hibiscus rosa-sinensis El Capitolio Sport, a miniature semi-double with 
long pendulous style (soft apricot with a scarlet center). In seeking contrast, consider leaves and 
overall shape, not just the shape of the flowers. 

 



 

 

Use some plants with variegated foliage. Golden Lemon Thyme, the silver Thymes, and golden 
Marjoram work well. Golden Moneywort (only 3-5" high) is excellent where it can trail in afternoon 
shade. If you have afternoon shade, Carex morrowii aurea-variegata (18-24" in wide clumps of 
drooping green leaves with a central yellow stripe) can grace the front of the border. If you have sun 
all day, Sedum spurium tricolor will be a good edging plant. Other Sedums are fine for hot places. For 
a dry spot in mid-border, try Salvia officinalis tricolor. Coprosma siemens (dainty leaves edged in 
white) is attractive but hard to come by. Iris pallida, though blooming briefly, has leaves streaked all 
season in white and cream. 

 
Include some grays. Artemisia Powis Castle with fine-cut foliage will add special beauty to your 

garden. Artemisia Lambrook Silver is also good. Try Lamb's Ears (Stachys Janata), best in afternoon 
shade in hottest regions. Convolvulus cneorum (1-2') has smooth, silvery-gray, lance-shaped leaves 
and small white morning glory flowers all Summer. Tanacetum vulgare crispum has wonderfully soft 
gray foliage. Perovskia (2-3 ) has gray-green finely cut leaves and lavender flowers in slender, spike-
like clusters. Eryngium, Lavandula, and Nepeta are other choices in gray. 

 
As for color, choose mainly blue and near blue (lavender, other purples), pale yellow, silver, gray, 

and white. These colors will work better than others in a mixed bed of daylilies. 
 
Some additional choices include Plumbago auriculata (light blue flowers in phlox-like clusters; 

available in white), Phlox maculata (tubular flower heads, resistant to mildew; Miss Lingard is a fine 
white; Delta is white with a pink eye; Rosalinde is pink), Nierembergia (lovely purple flowers with 
yellow eyes), Euphorbia coroliata (sprays of dainty white flowers, red leaves in Fall; it will flop at first, 
but give it time), Otacanthus (blue 2-lipped flowers with white throats, common on the West Coast but 
hard to fine here), and Anthemis tinctoria Moonlight (fine foliage, pale yellow flowers, likes it dry). 
 
Sources of perennials (catalog $2): 
 
Andre Viette Farm & Nursery, Route 1, Box 16, Fishersville, VA 22939. 
 
Carroll Gardens, P. O. Box 310, Westminster, MD 21157 
 
The Crownsville Nursery, P. O. Box 797, Crownsville, MD 21032. 
 

INTRODUCING 
 
BRIGHT EYED (Crowell). Stunningly beautiful 5 ¾" yellow with large, shocking wine eye. Midseason, 
evergreen. Reblooms dependably. 28" scapes. Winner of AHS Junior Citation Award in 1987. Price 
$50.00. Order from: 
 

Henry Crowell 
130 Canal Street 

Bridge City, Texas 77611 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

How to Handle Proliferations 
By Elizabeth Cahoon 

 
 

Proliferations are those small leafy shoots that emerge from nodes on the daylily scapes. Each 
one has the potential of becoming another plant. Being small miniature plants without root systems, 
they need help to get a root system started. Some start the root growth on their own while still 
developing on the scape, usually if the mother plant is receiving plenty of moisture while they're 
developing. These generally, when potted in a good growing medium, grow quickly. Whether the 
proliferation has roots that are already started or not, they will root fairly easily with a little care. 

 
Let the proliferation mature on the scape until the scape has finished blooming. Cut the whole 

scape off and tag it as to name. It is as easy to lose track of a proliferation's identity as a plant set out 
in the garden without a marker. Next cut the scape about two inches above and below the 
proliferation at a slant and trim the foliage to about one half of the original growth. Some scapes have 
three or four proliferations, others only one. If they are grouped together on the same node, treat as 
one; otherwise, cut each one separately. You can dip the base of proliferations in rooting hormones 
such as Rootone or Hormodin to give them an extra boost to stimulate the root growth. This I only do 
to the newest of plants, as they root very easily without it. I like to use a 3 or 4 inch pot. This is filled to 
within a half inch to the rim with slightly damp seed starter mix and firmed down but not packed. 
There are a number of mixes on the market such as Jiffy Mix, or if you have a recipe of your own it 
will do just as well. Insert the short piece of scape into the soil till the base of the proliferation is about 
one half inch below the soil. Water thoroughly. Set in a shaded area and keep just slightly moist for 
the next two weeks (not soaked). Check to see if the roots are forming. Move to full sun gradually and 
feed with a diluted liquid fertilizer of half strength. If you live in an area of extreme heat, such as a 
large part of Region 6, you will do better to stick to filtered shade until planted in the garden. In about 
6 weeks the proliferations should be ready for the garden if you have a separate place for seedlings 
or lining out larger clumps, which would be the best place to put them. Though a few may bloom the 
following season, I have found most take two seasons to become blooming size. Water thoroughly 8 
to 12 hours before setting out. Scoop out a hole in the prepared planting place just slightly larger than 
size of the pot. Knock plant with soil intact from pot and set in place with crown about one half inch 
below the surface, firming soil around plant. Water in and treat as any other newly set plant. 

 
There are people who can simply snap off the scape and jam it into the ground next to the mother 

plant, and presto next season it has taken care of itself and grown to a full size fan. I am not one of 
those and I have tried a number of times with proliferations from older plants just to see if I would 
have any luck at it. Another help to me, if there is no sign of roots on the proliferation, has been to set 
the proliferation in a small container of water with the base of it just skimming the water. This seems 
to get those roots started quicker and when they're about an inch long then I pot them. Well, best of 
luck, and I hope you take time to root those proliferations. They'll grow to fine plants that can be used 
as gifts to friends or for table sales to aid your own groups or Region. 
  



 

 

How to Eliminate Nutgrass From 
Your Flower Beds 

 
 

Mable Nelson says that nutgrass is compatible with daylilies, and in fact there is a resemblance in 
the foliage. However, there comes a time when it has to be eliminated, and that poses a difficult 
problem. The old way to get rid of nutgrass was to dig up each plant with the attached roots and nut, 
using a long, narrow, sharp instrument. This method is tedious, laborious, time-consuming, and 
generally unsuccessful. 

 
Then along came herbicides like Roundup. These herbicides, containing the isopropylamine salt 

of glyphosate, do kill, but remember they kill almost everything with which they come in contact, 
including daylilies. If a bed contains no daylilies or other wanted plants, spray application is very easy. 
This should be done when the nutgrass is in active growth, since the herbicide must be transferred 
from the leaves down to the parts deep in the soil. If there are daylilies growing among the nutgrass, 
great care must be taken. If there are only a few scattered plants of nutgrass, the herbicide can be 
applied to individual plants by using a syringe, a sponge, or a small brush. Be sure to wear rubber 
gloves and goggles, and do not touch the daylily foliage with the insecticide or with the gloves. It is 
best to cut off any daylily foliage that is in the way. 

 
If you are faced with a forest of nutgrass among the Hemerocallis plants, a different technique can 

be used. On a still day, with no breeze to cause drifting of the spray, cover the daylily clumps in the 
bed with plastic bags, carefully securing each bag at ground level with a cord or band (the bags with 
attached ties or drawstrings would be very handy). If it is in a season with no scapes to worry about, 
you can just cut back the foliage to a manageable height before covering the plant. Cover each clump 
within possible reach of the spray, and also protect any adjoining lawn areas. The spray can then be 
applied. For my purposes, a small hand-held trigger sprayer is convenient. 

 
Remember that Roundup is slow in acting, and that more then one application might be needed. 

Also remember that you are using a dangerous chemical. Read the label on the container before 
using. Protect yourself and your pets from any contact. 

 
(My nurseryman, who did not want to be quoted by name, suggested mixing the Roundup with an 

equal amount of rubbing alcohol before applying. The alcohol, he stated, causes penetration through 
the waxy covering of the nutgrass foliage. I have not personally used this method.) 
 



 

 

How to Enhance The Garden 
With Plant Markers 

by Mickey Sanders 
 
 

For years my shiny, galvanized plant markers with the foil inserts have garnered more attention 
than my daylilies from visitors who are non-daylily enthusiasts. After endless remarks on the 
"temporary grave markers," "those shiny stakes," and the "graveyard effect," I knew that something 
had to be done. Nell Crandall toned down her markers by spraying the foil inserts black, and as her 
plants are closely spaced, the galvanized markers are not prominent. Having more widely spaced 
plants, I needed more drastic steps to create an overall ambience that reflects the blending of stake 
and landscape. This year I made the change. After experimentation, this is the formula that worked 
for me: 
 

Rust-Oleum Hunter Green Spray Paint 
Krylon Ultra Flat Black Spray Paint 
Pilot Extra Fine Point Silver Paint Pen 

 
Lay markers out on newspaper closely together but with enough 

space to get the edges covered. Spray a solid coat of the green 
paint. Mist on a very light coat of the Krylon Ultra Flat Black. This 
black is not to cover the green, it simply tones down the color and 
takes the shine off the paint. After experimenting with several 
greens, I realized that there is no perfect garden green spray 
enamel, but the mist of black gives the desired color and removes 
the conspicuous shine. When the paint is dry, turn the markers over 
and spray the backs. 

 
Attach the back of the inserts to newspaper with a piece of tape 

rolled with the sticky side out. Tape them closely together then spray with the Krylon Ultra Flat Black. 
The inserts will fly in every direction if you try to spray them without taping them down. When the 
inserts are dry, write the name of the daylily and other information on the black side with the silver 
paint pen. Write the name of the daylily on the silver side with a black marker. Insert the foil name 
plates in the stakes. The purpose of writing on the silver side is for insurance against sun fade of the 
silver pen. The name of the plant will not be lost with this insurance. 

 
One can of green paint will cover about 50 markers. One can of black will mist about 75 markers 

and cover 50+ inserts. 
 
In a way, my newly painted markers are a success. From a distance they blend in with the 

landscape and are not too noticeable. The casual garden visitor no longer makes "graveyard" 
remarks; however when my club toured my garden this Spring, my stakes still garnered more 
attention than my daylilies. 
 



 

 

How to Get Your Soil Tested 
 

The Winter-Fall 1987 Region 6 Daylily Newsletter contains a very informative article by Elizabeth 
Krebs, entitled "Your Very Best Garden Investment May Well Be a $10.00 Soil Test.” By the way, the 
cost is still $10. The article stresses the benefits of knowing exactly what your soil has and what it 
needs. I recommend that you refer to this article, as well as to the accompanying article by Nell 
Crandall, "Follow-Up on Soil Testing.” 

 
In Texas, you may contact the office of your County Extension Agent and request a soil testing kit. 

You will receive a kit containing instructions for taking soil samples, an order form and a container in 
which to send the sample. The charge for a regular analysis (pH, N, P, K, Ca, Mg, Na, S, and salinity) 
is $10. A complete analysis (regular analysis plus micronutrients, boron, and lime requirement) is 
$25. Various other analyses are also offered. 

 
In New Mexico, according to Cal Iskra of the Albuquerque Daylily Society, there are two options. 

For gardeners in the Albuquerque area, soil testing is done at the Albuquerque Garden Center, 10120 
Lomas N.E., phone (505) 296-6020, if only the standard test is desired. Master Gardeners there will 
provide information needed. They ask that you gather soil at a depth of 6 inches from several areas in 
the garden, and place it in a paper bag (lunch bag size to a depth of 4 inches). This should be air 
dried, never heat dried. Specific information as to owners name, address, phone number, needs to be 
printed on the bag. There is usually a waiting period of at least 2 weeks for results. The fee is $15. 

 
The second option, available to the entire state of New Mexico, is to have testing done through the 

Cooperative Extension Service of New Mexico State University. By contacting a County Extension 
Office, a kit may be obtained, containing instructions for soil gathering, mailing, etc. The fee for 
standard testing is $12, and the test includes pH, total soluble salts, exchangeable sodium, organic 
matter, nitrate-nitrogen, available phosphorus, and available potassium. Additional tests are available. 
 
 
****************************************************************************************************************** 

How to Fertilize Your Daylilies 
in The Fall 

 
From Cal Iskra, Albuquerque Daylily Society: 
 

After calling a number of our members who do extensive gardening (we do not have any 
commercial growers in this area), I can say that the general consensus is that we do not fertilize any 
later than early in September. A few report a top dressing of natural fertilizers such as the meals and 
mulch type organic products. One exception is Bonnie Lowenstein, a long time daylily grower, who 
scatters a light sprinkling of SOIL-TEX (16-8-8 with 14% sulfur) over her entire garden in mid-
October. Our first frost can occur anytime from late September through late November. Most of us 
prefer to finish planting our daylilies by mid-September and may add a little superphosphate to the 
planting hole. Our feeling seems to be that a plant in lush new growth from fertilizing can suffer more 
from Winter damage, especially newly planted evergreen types. Our Santa Fe members find the 
season for growing several weeks shorter and they try to do all their planting in the Spring or 
Summer. 



 

 

From Ruth Ratliff, Daylily Growers Of Dallas 
 

I asked several people in our club how they went about fertilizing, especially in the Fall. The 
following replies were received: 
 

1. Spring - superphosphate. Fall - nitrogen. 
2. Rapid Grow in March or April at the latest. 
3. Rapid Grow in the Fall (September). In the Spring - 1 cup cow manure with 1 cup sand mixed 

together, applied to each plant. 
4. Use 8-8-8 fertilizer in late September or early October. 
5. Foliar feed early September. Superphosphate in November. 
6. Liquid (foliar) feed in bloom season and superphosphate in December. Do not feed seedlings - 

want them to look their very worst. 
7. Broadcast lawn fertilizer over the beds in September. 

 
As you can see, everybody up here does their own thing. I guess it adds up to what is best for 

each person's garden. 
 
From Margaret Jones, Gulf Coast Daylily Society 
 

I surely hope that all of you have had some of this beautiful rain that we have been blessed with 
this week. Can't you just see the plants multiplying? It's even too wet to plow, like we did the crops 
and gardens when I was growing up. You know, Mavis Smith is a great believer in stirring around the 
plants. My neighbor and friend, Allie Swafford, teases me about my plowing tool, the hand spade. 

 
As to Fall fertilizing, about the last of September, Allie and I side dress the plants with 6-24-24. 

You will find this in the bulk form at a feed store. Most regular nurseries do not carry it. If the soil is 
dry, work in a little and water. 

 
For usually wet February, I use 2 parts of 12-24-24, 2 parts cotton seed meal, and 1 part bone 

meal. I do this about the middle of February. Since my beds are slightly raised, I can work the feed in. 
 
Into April comes water soluble fertilizer. You can get name brands or house brands at discount 

stores at a reasonable price. The 15-15-15 formulation is used. Of course, I raid all the barnyards I 
get a chance to, but I am constantly weeding. Last season it was worth it. 

 
I am already looking forward to next year. 

 
 
 

 



 

 

How to Remain A Garden Judge 
In Good Standing 

 
1. Pay your AHS dues promptly, prior to January 1st each year. Failure to 

do so will result in your automatic loss of status as a Garden Judge. 
 

2. Vote each year in the Awards and Honors balloting. If for any reason 
you are unable to do so, advise the Garden Judges Chairman by the 
voting deadline, otherwise you will be dropped. A Judge who fails to 
vote for two consecutive years likewise will be dropped, even if they 
have advised the Chairman about it. 
 

3. When your 5 year appointment is up, and you receive an Application for 
Renewal, it must be returned to your RVP by December 1st in the year 
the form is received. 
 

4. When applying for renewal, you must have attended at least two 
Regional Meetings in the last five years that included tours during 
bloom season, either in your own Region or in a nearby Region or at a 
National Convention. You must also send in a log of garden visits made during your five-year 
term. 
 

5. You should start keeping this log, now. For this past season, go back over your club yearbook and 
Regional Meeting and National Convention programs to refresh your memory about gardens 
visited. You must list the name of the garden or of the owner, the location, and the year of the 
visit. 
 

6. In compiling this log, your own garden does not count, of course. The five-year log has to include 
at least 40 garden visits (an average of 8 per year). At least 15 of the visits must be in your own 
Region. There must be at least 10 different gardens visited over the five years. It should be easy 
to compile a list for past years by referral to programs and yearbooks. 
 

7. We can assume that the reason for this new requirement is to assure that each Judge is keeping 
up with new developments and is seeing new introductions and seedlings, especially in their own 
Region, in order to prepare themselves for judging and voting. All hybridizers should have the 
opportunity to be visited regularly by Garden Judges. 

 
 

 
 
 

(Extracted from material included in Judging Daylilies.)  
 



 

 

How to Plant A Daylily 
  
 

Here is a reprint of what Ury Winniford (every grower's mentor) has to say about planting daylilies: 
 
Dig a hole 12-15" in diameter, and using a gallon can, remove four gallons of dirt. Then replace, in 

layers with: 
 

1 Gallon of compost, in the bottom 
1 Gallon of steer manure 
1 Gallon of potting soil, mixed with balanced fertilizer 
1 Gallon of washed sand (sterile - nothing in it) at the top 

 
When planting, make a mound and put the entire root system in that pure sand. Position the plant 

so that the crown is at ground level, not below it. That keeps all organic material away from the crown 
and avoids crown rot. 

 
While growing, most of the roots won't reach all of the material the first year. The second year, 

they will begin to get in there, also during the third and fourth years. And when it gets into a clump, 
you have a real clump of daylilies. 
 

(From The Hem Line, Daylily Growers of Dallas Newsletter, Mrs. Helen Reynolds, Editor.) 
 
 
 
 

Some MAALOX Moments 
  
Your favorite grandchild has just collected all the 
plant tags from the garden and presented them 
to you. 
 
As you are entering a fabulous scape in the 
flower show, you drop the container and knock 
off a petal. 
 
Your new yardman has just mowed down a row 
of miniature daylilies. 
 
You have just finished grooming your garden for 
tomorrow's garden tour, and a heavy hailstorm is 
forecast. 

You have just discovered that a prized scape on 
a promising seedling has been somehow 
decapitated. 
 
The nutgrass-free garden soil which was recently 
purchased is not what it is supposed to be. 
 
Your daughter has just decided she wants to get 
married in May, in the middle of daylily season. 
 
The seed pod from a new cultivar which you 
have been watching has matured and contains 
exactly two seeds.

 
  



 

 

How to Get Rid of Weeds 
By J. L. Cruse, Jr. 

Gulf Coast Daylily Society of Southeast Texas 
 

Treflan is used on my beds to keep down the sprouting of weeds and grass. Even though it cuts 
down on the appearance of these, it does not totally eliminate them. 

 

At first, Treflan was applied during the growing season every six weeks, but now I apply it mostly 
in the Spring and Fall. Be certain to follow instructions explicitly and follow all precautions listed on 
the package. 

 

I apply Treflan with one of the small plastic seeders that can be purchased from a garden center. 
These will apply the Treflan evenly. It is important to water sufficiently after application. Either the 
liquid or granular form works equally well. 

 

This application will not kill lawn grasses, as is commonly believed. I have used Treflan since 
1983 and have seen no ill effects from it. Be sure to avoid planting flower seed where it is applied for 
at least 6 weeks. Since Treflan is a pre-emergent herbicide, it would cause the flower seed not to 
germinate. 

 

Another application I use is Roundup. It is used as an edger around the beds. It should be used 
when no rain is expected and when there is no wind. Turn the sprayer nozzle to a mist and apply with 
the nozzle held close to the area of application. For the best effect, grass and weeds must be actively 
growing at the time of application. 
 

Editor's note: Treflan does not affect nutgrass (nut sedge) seed. The package instructions state that 
it is harmful to bulbs. It also recommends that the soil be raked to a depth of 1 to 3 
inches after application. 

 
 

PUZZLE SOLUTION 

 



 

 

How to Convert A Scape 
 
(The following article is reprinted from the Region 12 Newsletter, Fall 1989, with the permission of 
Fran Neale, Region 12 RVP/Editor. The original title was "Scape Conversion Method for Tetraploid 
Pollen,” which has been changed to fit in with the theme of this issue of the Newsletter. The original 
article was attributed to "Information compiled by AHS Scientific Committees.”) 
 
SCOPE: A simple scape treatment developed to obtain tetraploid pollen from selected diploid 
cultivars. This method can furnish tetraploid pollen within 3 or 4 weeks. There is no danger of losing 
the plant as a result of this "safe" treatment. 
 
MATERIAL: 
A. Secure from 10 to 100 small hypodermic syringes like those used in treating diabetic patients with 

insulin (insulin syringes) or 1 cc tuberculin (26 3/8) syringes. 
 

B. A stock solution of 1.1% colchicine containing a few drops of glycerine and DMSO. 
 

C. Brightly colored tags or plastic flagging material to mark the treated scapes. 
 
SCAPE SELECTION: Select young fast growing scapes as the first scape leaf blade starts to unfold 
from the bud cluster. The largest bud should be about pea size. 
 
PROCEDURE: 
A. Fill syringes to the 0.3 cc mark with 

the colchicine solution. 
B. The needle is then inserted into 

the scape just below the bud 
cluster at an angle as near upright 
as possible. Adjust the needle so 
that it penetrates halfway through 
or to the center of the scape. 

C. Apply moderate pressure and 
leave the syringe in place until all 
of the colchicine solution has been 
absorbed by the scape. This 
process may take from two to five 
days to accomplish. 

D. Check the syringe one or two 
times daily during this time period 
and apply additional pressure. The 
sun's heat will help force the 
solution into the plant tissue. 

E. Syringes should be removed 
slowly when empty. Apply a little 
pressure when removing the 
syringe to leave any remaining 
solution in the scape. The syringe 
can then be refilled to treat another 
scape. 



 

 

F. Mark the treated scapes with brightly colored tags, cloth, or plastic flagging material for easy 
identification. 

G. Keep colchicine solution refrigerated when not in use. 
H. Keep syringes (new or used) in a clean glass or other sanitary receptacle. Alcohol can be used to 

clean syringes if they become soiled. Syringes can be used several times. 
 
APPEARANCE OF TREATED SCAPES: In about one week, the scapes will swell and bend near the 
treated area. The affected buds will enlarge and swell near the base. Treated scapes will start 
blooming in about three weeks. Affected flowers will appear much thickened and distorted in shape 
and size. In some cases flowers will have to be forced open manually to obtain the pollen. The pistil 
and anther parts will usually be about twice the normal size. 
 
POLLEN USE: The pollen from the treated flowers may be used immediately or stored in any 
household freezer. The stored pollen is good for one or two years. Pollen should be used only on 
known tetraploids and the use of treated scapes for pod setting should be avoided. If a microscope is 
available, the pollen can be easily checked to see if it is diploid or tetraploid. The pollen can also be 
used without checking as long as it is used only on known tetraploids. Meticulous hybridizing records 
should be maintained in either case. 
 
(Remember always that colchicine is a poison, so handle it accordingly. Editor) 
 
 
 
****************************************************************************************************************** 

 
 
 

ROSES ARE RED .  .  .  .  . 
 
ROSES ARE BLUE, too, or at least will be, if an Australian project blooms. Calgene Pacific, a 
Melbourne biotech company, says it's closing in fast on blue Rose development in a two-stage 
project. Stage one: Isolate the gene that makes other flowers blue. Stage two: Transfer it to Roses, 
and three other blueless flowers. Price tag: The blue Roses are expected to sell for more than $100 a 
stem. Japan's Suntory is investing $5 million in the thorny project. 
 
 

Clipping from the Houston Post 
August 17, 1990 
Submitted by Nell Crandall. 

 
 
 
Will the daylily be next? 
 



 

 

How to Collect, Store, and Plant Seeds 
By Mary Gage 
Spring, Texas 

 
 

This may seem like a rather moot question and very elementary (even kindergartenish) for most of 
our readers, but please be patient. We do have new members who are just getting into hybridizing. Of 
course, there are about as many methods as there are hybridizers, but these basic ideas will get a 
novice daylily hybridizer started. 

 
Seeds are ready to gather when the seed capsule begins to shrink and turn brown, about forty-five 

days after the bloom has been pollinated. If it begins to crack open of its own accord, you must pick it 
that day or the next or the seeds will fall out and be lost. They could come up where they fall among 
the parent plants, germinate and grow. When this happens and such a seedling blooms, some people 
have mistakenly thought that their daylily did not remain true to the original variety they planted. 

 
Break open the capsule and remove the shiny, black, mature seeds. Some hybridizers simply 

place the seeds in a paper cup or other small receptacle and allow to air dry until planting time. 
Others prefer to store the seeds in small plastic bags or other small sealed containers and refrigerate 
until planting time. A few seeds may begin to germinate in the refrigerator. 

 
If parentage records are kept of the cross (pod parent X pollen parent), this information is placed 

in or on the container. If parentage is not kept, simply store in one larger container. 
 
To get the earliest possible bloom from your new seedlings, seeds may be planted immediately 

after harvest or very soon after. Since this would be in the hottest part of the Summer, plant either in 
pots or in a semi-shady area. 

 
If they are planted in full sun, many seeds will cook from the heat and rot before they have a 

chance to germinate. Most hybridizers probably wait until all seeds have been harvested and plant all 
at once. Planting should be done at least by September to give the baby seedling a good start before 
cold weather. Some seeds planted in late August or early September may be large enough (4" to 6" 
high) for lining out in October. Seeds may also be held over and planted the next Spring. 

 
Seeds are planted ¼” to ½“ deep. If planted 4" apart they will have room to grow for only a few 

months before lining out in the Fall, or possibly the next Spring. They can also be planted in small 
individual peat or plastic pots. This way the roots can stay intact when planted out in the permanent 
beds. If after a heavy rain, you find that some seeds are on top of the soil, be careful of the newly 
forming root as you replant the seed. 

 
Dry seeds may be planted "as is" or soaked to speed germination. Most seeds will have 

germinated within 10 days or 2 weeks, many in 3 or 4 days. Keep soil moist but not soggy. 
 
If you have kept the parentage records, a small plastic or other marker labeled with a non-fading 

ink should be kept with each group from first planting to the move into the permanent growing beds. 
 



 

 

How to Collect and Store Pollen 
 
 

Many hybridizers make a practice of collecting and storing pollen for future use. Some who have 
not done this may want to consider it, since it does enable you to cross two cultivars which are not 
blooming on the same day, or even on the same week or month. By using this technique, for 
instance, you can cross an early blooming with a late blooming variety. 

 
In this procedure, two precautions must be taken: first, to avoid mixing pollen from different 

cultivars, and second, to avoid introducing moisture into the storage container. 
 
The best time to collect pollen is in the early to mid-morning hours, when the anther sacs have 

opened to release the pollen, which should appear fresh and fluffy. Remove the desired pollen by 
removing the stamens from the flower and placing them in a small covered container (a small 
medicine bottle or vial will do). A pair of tweezers can be used to remove the stamens. Label the 
container with the name of the cultivar, using a pencil or permanent ink. Several stamens from the 
same cultivar can be placed in the same container. Before collecting stamens from another cultivar, 
clean the tweezers well to remove all pollen. 

 
When collection of stamens has been completed for the day, the pollen from each individual 

cultivar should be placed in gelatin capsules. Place a stamen on a piece of paper or cardboard, 
scrape the pollen from the stamens while holding the stamens with the tweezers, using a metal 
spatula or plastic toothpick. The pollen is then removed from the paper or cardboard. This can be 
done by pushing the pollen into little piles with the spatula or toothpick and then pushing it into the 
gelatin capsule. Be careful not to introduce any part of the stamen or anther into the capsule; the 
moisture would be detrimental. The capsules from an individual cultivar can then be placed in a 
labeled container such as a medicine vial. 

 
Capsules of pollen from each cultivar should be placed in separate vials or containers. Clean the 

equipment used before handling pollen from another cultivar. All the labeled vials from various 
cultivars can then be stored in a refrigerator in a container with an air-tight seal. 

 
The pollen can then be used over the next several weeks or months as needed. Since the 

capsules may deteriorate, their use may be extended by using a drying agent in the refrigerator 
container with the vials of capsules. A silica drying agent can be obtained from a pharmacy or craft 
shop. By using small glass containers instead of capsules and by freezing the pollen, its use can 
probably be extended over a longer period of time. 

 
To make a cross using stored pollen, you can introduce the stigma of the pod parent into the 

capsule, or you can remove some of the pollen with the end of a toothpick or spatula and then apply it 
to the stigma. In any case, try not to mix pollen from different cultivars. 

 
This procedure requires very little in the way of special supplies or equipment and can increase 

your hybridizing potential enormously. 
 



 

 

FALL IN SAN ANTONIO 
By Cora Offer 

San Antonio Daylily Society 
 

Early Summer rains, 9" here in San Antonio at the Offer garden, really gave the daylilies a boost. 
Then additional rain, 1 ½" on September 9th, made them look as if Spring was here, but that took lots 
of hand watering in between. I wonder if we'll have some Fall bloom, now? 

 
September 15th came along with one lonely daylily bloom, little BITSY (Warner) and several 

seedlings showing new scapes. I can't remember having daylilies blooming this late in the season. At 
this time, we're awaiting several new orders to be planted in the next three or four weeks. 

 
A number of daylilies potted up last May from the Region 6 Meeting will be set out, also. October 

and November will be very busy getting ready for Winter again. I just hope and pray we don't get a 
"blast" like we did last year before Christmas. I hand watered all our daylilies yesterday and today. 
The rains keep skipping all around us. 

 
The Hibranthus (Oxblood Lilies) and Lycoris have emerged since the little 1 ½" rain a week or so 

ago. They always brighten up the late Summer. Here comes September 17th, with only one daylily 
again, JEEPERS (Ryder), a small golden yellow Spider, and two Offer seedlings. 

 
September 23rd brought a surprise with three orders of daylilies. These new additions were: 
 
From Wilds: 19" CUDDLES (Wild), lavender with a green heart; 26" MARK MY WORD (Wild), 

Algerian crimson, green heart. From Cordon Bleu Farms: 38" CAT’S CRADLE (Hager), medium 
yellow Spider; 30" HIGH ENERGY (Pierce), big showy cream with a reddish halo; 20" ODE TO 
SPRING (Kirchhoff), flat lavender with deeper halo (this is a beautiful one and only $5); From 
Munson: 18" TAMIL (Munson) 1990 Fall introduction, violet plum, lime throat; 24" GRAND PALAIS 
(Munson), a 1990 Fall introduction, large silvery lavender flower with a large lemon cream throat and 
a dark green heart. 

 
Yet to come are: From Durio: another CAT’S CRADLE and 24" SPIDERMAN (Durio), a bright red 

tetraploid Spider. From Kate Carpenter: 24" ULTIMATE PINK (Carpenter), very, very bright pink, 
green throat. From J. L. Cruse, if available: 17" RAISIN COOKIE (Cruse), peach with raisin eye, 
yellow green heart. 

 
That's it for now. Guess now I'll have to wait all Winter for Spring to roll around so I can see them 

bloom. 
  

 

FUTURE MEETINGS OF REGION 6 
 

1991 - PORT ARTHUR, TEXAS 
 

1992 - AUSTIN, TEXAS 
 

1993 - LAKE JACKSON, TEXAS 
 



 

 

SOME OUTSTANDING FLOWERS AT THE NATIONAL CONVENTION 
From Tri-Tetraploid Robin Letter of Patricia Steinborn 

 
Our own Beth Creveling's garden was on tour, and what a jewel of a garden it is! I know you all 

remember the beautiful pictures and slides Beth sent around earlier. Well, you ain't seen nuttin' honey 
until you've seen the real thing! We spent a long while making our way up the 600 foot driveway, 
pausing to view the innumerable well-grown clumps of daylilies, interspersed along the way with 
Roses. I was delighted to find clumps of many of Joyce Lewis' creations - TEXAS SUNLIGHT, ROSE 
DOOHICKEY, PINK DINGBAT, PIECE OF HEAVEN, etc. As Beth has mentioned in her letter, 
SILOAM MERLE KENT won the Florida Sunshine Cup, and Joyce's TEXAS SUNLIGHT and Darrel 
Apps' PREPPY tied for runner-up. Congratulations, Joyce! As if the driveway display were not 
enough, even more amazing beauty awaits one up in Beth's yard. Beds and borders of daylilies and 
mixed perennials, all masterfully blended to create beautiful landscape pictures. The vertical clumps 
of Miscanthus grasses made impressive accents. Bobo Faggard asked me, "How do you like 
heaven?" I guess that pretty well says it all. 

 
After any Convention or Regional, there are certain cultivars that stand out in one's mind. Among 

the most memorable for me are two that Beth has already mentioned, JANICE BROWN and PEAR 
ORNAMENT. JANICE BROWN is very distinctive with its wide deep pink eye on a light pink ground, 
and it was putting forth a wonderful display of these gorgeous flowers. PEAR ORNAMENT (Spalding) 
is a thick, waxy flower, the color of rich cream, very round and full. 

 
Others I remember most vividly are TEXAS SUNLIGHT, UNIQUE PURPLE, and PRISCILLA'S 

RAINBOW. I remember seeing clumps of TEXAS SUNLIGHT in at least three gardens, and its very 
upright scapes loaded with bright yellow little flowers made it stand out like a beacon. UNIQUE 
PURPLE (Childs) is a smoky lavender with a distinctive eye of vivid purple. I saw it in a number of the 
gardens. Nell Crandall first pointed it out to me, and it grew on me a little more each time I saw it. We 
viewed it in cool, overcast weather, so I have no idea how it would perform on a hot sunny day, but I 
would gladly put in a spot that gets afternoon shade if this is required. PRISCILLA'S RAINBOW is 
another distinctive flower, a big peachy blend with a wide purple eye. 
  

 

YES, IT S HIGH TIME that you do the following: 

 
1. Pay your AHS dues for 1991. 

 
2. Send in your application for appointment as Garden Judge, to reach 

the RVP by December 1st. 
 

3. If you are re-applying as Garden Judge, send in application, now. 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 
 

God’s Blessings to each of you 
 

J. C. and Catherine Neal 


